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Foreward

The Municipal 'waste Reduction· Branch of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks is charged with the implementation. of the Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategy·of the Provincial Government. The Branch coordinates the
various· efforts of government, the public~ industry and business as· they work
together toward the provincial goal of a 50 percent reduction in per. capita
generation of municipal solid waste by the year 2000.

One of the most important elements of the Strategy is the municipal solid waste
management plans bemg prepared by regional districts. Many of the initiatives
undertaken by the Branch are intended to provide assistance· and guidance to
regional. districts in their planning efforts.

. The Guide to .the Preparation of Regional Solid Waste Management Plans by
Regional Districts stresses the importance of determining the major options
available and/or practical at the regional level for managing the components of the
municipal solid waste stream. This is critical when dealing with the 3R's of reduce,
reuse and recycle. .

.This report is an as·sessment and analysis of 3R's waste management initiatives,
programs and strategies for areas of the province outside the GVRD. The Ministry
expects that the results of this effort will assist regH.mal districts in the preparation
and implementation of their municipal solid waste management plans and will
provide valuable data· in the· development and/or ~odification of provincial

. municipal solid waste reduction policies and programs. . •

Due to the importance of this province-wide evaluation, the Ministry wished to
ensure the results would be accurate, relevant and credible to all stakeholders. To
assist the contractor in achieving this objective, the Ministry established a Provincial
Review Committee (PRC). The PRC, composed of repre~entatives from regional
districts,· environmental non-profit societies and the. private sector, worked with the
contractoi' to provide a "reality check" on information gathered and analyzed. The
PRe's summary and recommendations follow.

On behalf of the Ministry, I wish to thank the PRC members for their valuable
contributions in making the Analysis of 3R Programs in British Columbia Regions
Outside the GVRD the comprehensive effort that it is.

is a summary version of the full report which is .available by
_~_.stry nvironment, Lands and Parks in Victoria.

R.J. Driedger, P.En
Director, Municipal Waste Reduction



Foreword from the Provincial Review Committee

The Analysis of 3R Programs in. B.C. Regions Outside the GVRD is a significant·
document. Information collected and analyzed in the Analysis represents the first

. detailed evaluation to date of 3R programs, systems, and legislation in place in B.C.

Cooperation has been a key ingredient in the successful completion of this report.
Sponsored by the B.C. Ministry of Environment, data used in the Analysis depended
on the cooperation of local government, non government organizations, and the
private sector.· The Provincial Review Committee (PRC), appointed by the Provincial
Goverlunent to ensure the information contained in the Report is valid and practical
for stakeholders affected, was part of this cooperative effort.

The PRC was a group of individuals with working level experience and practical
knowledge in waste reduction, reuse! arid recycling. The Committee's membership
reflected both B.C.'s diverse geographical areaS and the wide range of public; private
and non-profit groups involved in 3R programs and solid waste management.

The Analysis of 3R Programs in B.C. Regions Outside the GVRD is intended to assist
Regional Districts in their preparation of solid waste management plans.· The project
was also designed to help the Provincial Government develop 3R programs and
policies responsive to the needs of local government. .The PRC joined the project after
its design and methodology were in place and met three times to review draft
materials, the Interim Report, and Final Report. .The PRCwas charged with ensuring
the Analysis's results are as credible and relevant and as accurate as possible.
However, as emphasized by the authors, the accuracy of the data contained in the
Analysis is limited by the quantity and quality of information provided by regional

. districts and ou~ide jurisdictions.

The PRC has reviewed the Final Report in detail. The Committee supports the
Analysis's findings and conclusions and believes it will prove valuable in the
following areas:

• As a planning document for regional districts commencing or already engaged
in a Solid Waste Management Plan or Plan Review.

• As a rough tool for assessing the costs and diversion potential of 3R initiatives
• As a way of establishing "bench mark" data on waste generation and diversion

in B.C. .

The PRe agrees with the Analysis's four conclusions. We recognize the need to
improve the quality of information on waste management and the 3Rs; this report is
the first step. We also acknowledge the obstacles to be overcome if the Province is to
achieve its goal of a SO per cent reduction in generation of solid waste by the Year 2000.
As stated in the Analysi$, reaching the 50 per cent goal will depend on continued
cooperation between government, private sector and non-profit organizations and
changing our practices ·and attitudes towards waste and waste management. This
Analysis demonstrates the need to change and provides an up-to,.date summary of the
options available. . ' .

I
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Recommendations from the Provincial Review Committee following Completion
of the Artalysis of 3R Programs in British Columba Regions. Outside the CWO

Submitted to: The Ministry of Environment, Land', and Parks - Municipal Waste
Reduction Branch

Based on its involvement in the recent project analyzing 3Rs programs in B.C.
regions outside the GVRD, the Provincial Review Committee drafted the following
recommendations to the Province. These recommendations reflect the need for
follow-up on issues raised in the Final Report, concerns about the review
committee process, and the need to emphasize the role Product Stewardship must
play in waste disposal and 3Rs program.

The PRe recommends that the Province:

1. Establish standards for collecting and reporting data related to solid waste
generation and disposal and the results of 3Rs programs. Furthermore that the

.Province assist regional districts with developing standardized waste and 3Rs
program tracking systems and also work with other provinces and the federal
government to establish standard definitions for terms such as reduction,
recycling, diversion' etc.

2. Define the pro~ess for consultation groups such as the PRC to ensure participants
are involved in setting the terms of reference of the particular study as well as
reviewing the results.

3. Make Product Stewardship a priority in its waste reduction policies and
initiatives and spearhead .efforts to establish Product Stewardship on a natio~al

level. The PRC has defined Product Stewardship as making the producers and
consumers of products and not the taxpayer responsible for the .life cycle costs of
those products. Product Stewardship goals would include reducing waste at
source, developing markets for waste materials, funding of waste management
programs and pollution prevention.

4. Create a consultation process similar to the PRC to regularly review the results of
the Province's 3Rs initiatives, regional district 3Rs programs, and progress

. towards reaching the 50 per cent goal in reducing solid waste by the Year 2000.
This consultation process could take the form of annual workshops following
publication of the MOELP's Municipal Waste Tracking Report.

5. Respond to these recommendations and draft an implementation plan.
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Introduction

A. Background

In accordance with provincial guidelines, the Greater Vancouver Regional District
(GVRD) is conducting an evaluation of solid waste management options as part of its
Waste Management Plan Review process. The Ministry Of Environment, Lands and
Parks recognizes that many aspects of the Plan Review have implications throughout the
province. As a result, Peat Marwick Stevenson & Kellogg, jointly with CH2M Hill and
Resource Integration Systems, were contracted to analyze 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle)
programs operating in all regions of British Columbia outside the-GYRO. A map of the
regional districts is provided in Appendix A.

This report is expected to provide relevant information to assist the non-GVROregional
districts in the preparation of their solid waste management plans. It will also be
instructive to the GYRO (especially in terms of estimating supply and demand for
recyclable materials). It will further help the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
to develop 3Rs programs that complement and support the efforts of the regional districts.

B. Purpose and objectives

The purpose of this project was to d~scribe and analyze 3Rs programs, -systems and
legislation affecting municipal, provincial and federal bodies in regions of British
Columbia outside the GYRO. _This includes assessing the costs and effectiveness of
current and proposed initiatives and making projections about waste generation and waste
minimization. The specific objectives were to assess:

~ Current 3Rs programs in the province outside the GYRO.

~ Current and proposed legislation relevant to 3Rs activities outside the GVRO.

~ Current educational and promotional programs in the province outside the
GYRD.

-~ 3Rs experience in other jurisdictions across Canada and elsewhere.

~ The impact on the waste stream from impending 3Rs programs in the province
outside the GYRO.



c. Methodology

We used a variety of approaches to obtain information for this project. These included
the following:

~ Written surveys

We distributed written questionnaires to each of the 28 regional districts in the
province outside the GVRD· plan area (3Rs programs for the GVRD are
documented in a separate study). We received responses from 17 regional
districts (a 60% response rate).

~ Literature reviews

To supplement the information from the above-mentioned questionnaires, we
reviewed the solid waste management plans prepared by eight of the regional
districts. We also reviewed other relevant documents prepared by different
levels of governments and non-profit organizations.

~ Data searches

We used the provincial waste tracking system to compile various numerical
data about the municipal and regional district 3Rs programs. We also used
information on regional districts and recyclabl~ processing firms from the
provincial recycling hotline' database. We further used some u'nit statistics
included in the GVRD waste flow and recycling audit and the technical
memoranda for the GVRD Stage II Solid Waste Management Plan.

~ Telephone interviews

. We· conducted telephone interviews with a number of individuals
knowledgeable about 3Rs programs in the non-GVRD regional districts.
These individuals included municipal, regional, provincial .and federal·
government staff, employees of private sector recycling firms, and members
of non-profit organizations (e.g., Recycling Council of British Columbia)..

To ensure that the information presented in this report was as accurate as possible and
met the needs of relevant stakeholders, the Ministry established a Provincial Review
Committee (PRC), consisting ofindividuals with working level expertise and experience
in waste reduction, reuse and recycling. The purpose of the committee was to guide the
development of the projectand to review draft materials. The members of this committee
are listed in Appendix B. .
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D. Datalimitations

Many regional districts and their member municipalities in the non-GVRD region have
only recently begun to compile data on their 3Rs activities. As a result, some of the
numerical data, particularly in Chapter 3, represent best educated guesses as opposed to
hard facts.' Further, some of the cost estimates and waste minimization impacts in other
jurisdictions are based on anecdotal information from secondary sources. For these
reasons, this report provides an indication of general directions and trends as opposed to
highly accurate figures.

As a general rule, the· waste generation information is most accurate; information on
recycling is of moderate accuracy; and reduction and reuse information is least accurate..
Further, the accuracy of information for particular regional districts is highest for those
districts that responded to the written survey, or provided waste management plans (see
Appendix D). Finally, information is generally more accurate for urban areas than for

.rural areas. However, information in this report is sufficiently accurate to be a useful
planning tool for the Regional Districts in preparing their solid waste management plans,
and for the provincial government in developing 3Rs programs to support these districts.

3
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Executive Summary

A. Introduction

The Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) is .conducting. an evaluation of solid·
waste management options as part of its waste management plan review process.
Because the GVRDis' the largest regional district in the province in terms of population,
many aspects of the plan have implications throughout the province. As a: result, Peat
Marwick Stevenson & Kellogg, jointly with CH2M Hill Engineering Ltd. and Resource·
Integration Systems, were contacted to analyze 3Rs (reduction, reuse, recycling)
programs operating in the British Columbia regional districts outside the GVRD. The
report will assIst the non-GVRD regional districts as they prepare their solid waste
management plans. It will also help the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. to
develop 3Rs programs that complement andstipportthe efforts of the regional districts.

B. Existing reduction, 'reuse and recycling·
. .

. In 1992; the non-GVRD regions of British Columbia generated an estimated 1.23 million
tonnes of municipal solid waste (MSW) from both residential, and industrial, commercial
and institution (lC&I) sources. Combined with the GVRD, .about 2.73 million tonnes
were generated in the province. The amount of waste generated has increased 14% from

, 1989 levels, which is largely due to a 12% increase in population over the same period.
Residents in non-GVRD regions generated an average 750 kg of waste per person in
1992, compared with 865 kg per person in the GVRD.

About two-thirds of the non-GVRD regional districts in British Columbia sponsored at
least one program to encourage waste reduction or reuse. The most common waste
reduction program was backyard composting. Reduction and reuse programs were
targeted at fairly general audiences, rather than Clearly defined segments, sQch as IC&I
generators. Some programs were targeted at children through school programs.

About 119,000 tonnes were recovered for recycling from the non-GVRD regions in 1992.
This is just over 32% of the 360,000 tonnes recovered for recycling in the GVRD.
Looking at the province as a whole, the provincial recycling rate ha·s increased '280%
(from 170,000 tQnnes to 480,000 tonnes) since 1989. About 73 kg of wastes were
recovered for recyclin!S per person in the non-GVRD regions in 1992, compared with

4



209 kg per person in the GVRD. The provincial recycling rate was therefore 18%, which
compares with 10% for the non-GVRD regions and 24% in the GVRD. However,
including reduction and reuse, the non-GVRD regions achieved at least a 12% waste
minimization impact.

Since the beginning of 1989, the provincial government has provided over $5.5 million in
'funding assistance to non-GVRD regions for 3Rs programs. A similar amount of money
was provided to the GVRD (which had a slightly higher population than the non-GVRD
regions). Just over half of the provincial government's funding to the non-GVRD regions
was used to support reduction and reuse programs, while the remainder was allocated to
recycling activities.

The 28 districts in the non-GVRD region are at different stages in their solid waste
management planning processes and none have completed their plan. Three districts are
completing revisions to their Stage III plans (Capital Regional District, Columbia
Shuswap-Regional District and East Kootenay Regional District). Nine districts are
workirig on or have completed their Stage II plans, while 16 districts are at Stage I of the
planning process. '

The regional districts in the non~GVRD regions had a r1Umb~r of suggestions on how the
provincial government could help them achieve their waste management goals.
Specifically, they recommended that ,the provincial government: provide assistance in
implementing waste reduction education programs; enact stricter regulations on
packaging content and/or disposal options; encourage market demand for recycled
materials; impose tougher penalties for illegal dumping and other waste management.
infractions; provide financial incentives to municipalities; enact recycled content
legislation; and provide a province-wide system for collecting, handling and disposing of
household hazardous wastes.

c. Reduction and reuse program options
. '

We have identified a number of waste reduction and reuse progr'\m options, which are
grouped into five major decision-making categories. These options are disc~ssed briefly
under each decision-making' category on the following sub-sections.

,1. Education, training and communication

Because many waste reduction and reuse initiatives rely primarily on' behaviour
change, a well-designed communication and promotional program is very important'
'in achieving waste reduction goals. Such communication prograrris could include a
"Participaction-style" campaign to change peoples' values and beliefs abOut waste
and waste minimization. These could be supported by education and more detailed
technical assi~tance programs to foster waste reduction and reuse among local'
businesses, institutions and community groups.

5



Employee training programs can be effective in encouraging waste reduction and
reuse. Further, product labelling can be an effective tool to allow customers to
make informed choices about the waste impacts of their purchases. A .waste
exchange information service to match people with reusable wasteimaterials to
thos.e that need them can also help to foster waste minimization. .

To increase the effectiveness of the above education and communication programs,
it is important to have objective, supporting information on waste reduction and
reuse impacts. Formal data tracking on 3Rs activities can significantly help to .

. improve the effectiveness of 3Rs programs. The provincial government has
implemented a solid waste tracking system to assist in this regard.

2. Funding and economic incentives

One important way to provide an economic incentive for waste reduction is to
implement a user-pay waste collection program. This involves charging waste

.generators for waste collection in direct proportion to the amount of waste they
generate. When appropriately designed, they have proven to be effective in
encouraging waste generators to reduce the amount of solid waste they generate.

Deposit/refund programs also provide economic incentives to reduce and reuse.
These programs involve placing an extra charge on the purchase price of a
potentially polluting product and refunding that charge when the item is returned
after use. A variety of financial incentives can also be used to encourage companies
to reduce and reuse wastes. Typical incentives include grants and awards, soft
loans, tax exempt bonds, flow-through tax credits, ahd tax deductions or rebates.

Green taxes or product charges can further provide incentives for waste reduction
and reuse. The province has implemented green levies on three materials: used
tires, lead-acid batteries, and disposable diapers. An alternative to product charges
are disposal charges. Charging a fee to dispose of wastes at a disposal facility has
proven to provide strong incentives to reduce and reuse wastes. A variation on
disposal charges are disposal surcharges, which involve applying an incremental
disposal 'fee at the landfill for garbage for which no attempt has been made to
separate out reusable materials. Finally, the removal of existing subsidies on virgin
materials can encourage people to use resources more sparingly.

3. Policies and legislation

A number of Canadian and United States jurisdictions have introduced legislated
disposal bans to divert certain types of waste from disposal. Product bans can also
be introduced, however, they are most commonly associated with hazardous
materials or products containing ozone-depleting substances.

In terms of policies, standards can be developed for products or packaging that
encourage waste reduction or reuse. Similarly, government purchasing departments
could develop procurement policies focused on waste reduction and reuse.

6



Perhaps the most comprehensive legislative tool to reduce waste is the
manufacturer's responsibility program. Under this program, manufacturers would
be made responsible, by law, for managing products throughout their whole life
cycle. While existing programs typically require manufacturers to take back their
products at the end of their useful life for recycling, these requirements could also
be applied to source reduction and reuse. '

4. Planning and management

The National Packaging Prot9Col is a prime example of a planning and management
tool for waste reduction. A multi-stakeholder national packaging task force is
attempting to achieve a 50% reduction in packaging waste across Canada by the
year 2000 from 1988 levels. Another planningapPf(~ach would be to require Waste
generators to complete waste audits and develop waste reduction plans for their
operations. Such efforts could motivate generators to take actions that avoid the
creation of waste at their source. Finally, research and planning could be conducted '
on life cycle assessment in support of manufacturer's responsibility programs. Life
cycle assessment involves analyzing the waste impacts of a product through its
design, manufacturing, use and disposal.

5. Infrastructure development

At the individual household level, an important form of infrastructure development
could include providing backyard composters for householders to compost their
own waste on-site. While this measure is relatively simple, it can have a dramatic
effect on reducing total wastes disposed. At a br'oader level, infrastructure
development could be improved by establishing or promoting reuse/repair centres.
Finally, a regional or provincial waste reduction authority co.uld be put in place to
coordinate waste reduction and reuse activities.

Possibly the most significant unintended consequence of introducing reduction and reuse
programs is an increase in illegal dumping or burning. Specific reduction and reuse
programs that have the potential to result in illegal dumping/burning include: user-pay
waste collection, landfill tipping fees, disposal surcharges, and disposal bans.

D. Residential recycling program options

Recyclable materials from rural, single-family households are typically taken to dropoff
depots. These depots are generally conveniently located and most are staffed. Unstaffed
depots are highly incompatible with user-pay collection programs. Recovery rates are
generally about 50-80 kg per household per year.

In urban areas, single~family homes can 'be provided with convenient curbside collection.
Recyclables are generally set out at the curb in boxes or bags and 5-10 material types are
accepted. These programs generally recover about 140 kg per household per year. Multi-

7



family· dwellings are' typically provided with the same curbside collection as single
family households Of rely on a central bin system.· Collection rates from multi-family
households are generally similar or slightly lower than for. single-family curbside
collection programs.

One 'variation of curbside· collection programs are "wet/dry" systems in which
householders separate their wastes into two or three distinct streams: one for wet/organic
materials that can be composted, and the others for dry recyclables and/or dry wastes.
The only wet/dry collection programs in British Columbia operate, in Gold River and
Hope (a pilot program is also being conducted in the Capital Regional District). Some
municipalities have reduced their collection costs by· collecting both garbage 'and
recyclables simultaneously using the same vehicle. This reduces the nurpber of different
collection vehicles needed" as well as the labour to do separate runs to do these two
grpups of materials. Other communities have reduced their costs simply by reducing the
frequency of collection,

To enhance recycling levels" municipalities can establish a bylaw that requires residents
to participate in recycling programs, and to enforce the bylaw with fines or suspension of
regular garbage ,collection. Another residential recycling enhancement strategy is to
ensure that all multi-family dwellings are designed in a manner that facilitates recycling.

E. IC&I recycling program options

In contrast to residential recycling, the majority of IC&I collection is conducted through
commercial haulers on a user-pay basis. As a result, the method of collection is generally

, determined on a company-by-company basis between the organization and the hauler. A
number of reduction and reuse program options, discussed above, also foster IC&I
recycling. These include: training programs, green taxes or charges, disposal bans,
product bans, product standards, procurement policies, and the National Packaging
Protocol. Specific programs that target recycling in the IC&I sector are discussed below.

The two major IC&I recycling program options relate to the manufacturer's responsibility
program and mandatory waste audit/reduction plans. Manufacturer's responsibility

. programs ensure that the cost of recycling post-consumer products and packages is paid
for by producers and consumers, as opposed to the general taxpayer. .Mandatory waste
audits/reduction plans require IC&I establishments that are significant waste generators to
analyze their wastes and develop recycling plans.

Another IC&I recycling program option could be to require IC&I establishments to
separate out for recycling, a range of designated materials for which there is sufficient
market demand. A similar requirement could be made for IC&I generators to separate
out organic wastes for,composting. .

As. with multi-family dwellings discussed in previous sections, all new IC&I
establishments could be required to make provisions in 'the building design for recycling.
Finally, the provincial government could establish a standard litter control container that
would facilitate the s,eparation and recycling of wastes. .

8



F. Recyclable materials processing options

As indicated earlier, about 119;000 tonnes of materials are recovered for recycling in the
non-GVRD regions of the province. The facility most commonly involved in the first
stage of recyclable materials processing after collection is called a Materials Recovery
Facility (MRF). This is an intermediate processing facility in which recyclables are
cleaned, sorted and baled before further processing. Most regional districts have at least
one MRF. There is a concentratIon of MRFs in the southern part of Vancouver Island.
MRFs generally operate on a single, eight-hour shift and are operated in a fairly equal mix
between' government, private sector, and non-profit organizations.

The combined processing capacity of these MRFs is estimated to be about 300,000
tonnes per year. At current recycling rates, they are therefore operating at (J.bout 40%
capacity. Processing facilities within the region range in size from 5 to 50 tonnes per
day. Just over 50% of the materials handled by the non-GVRD MRFs are exported out of
the region to,the GVRD or out-of-province markets. About 45% of total recyclables
recovered in the non-GVRD region are fully remanufactured in the region.

G. 'Market development options

Market development options refer to public policy measures that stimulate the demand
for secondary materials. These options ensure that materials that. are recovered for
recycling can find buyers who are willing to remanufacture them into new products with
recycled content. In this section, we summarize a number of key market development
options of relevance to British Columbians.

Minimum content requirements can be instituted to require manufacturers to' achieve a
minimum level .of recycled content in specific products or materials.. Typically,
minimum content laws are phased in over time to allow manufacturers to adapt their
products and proces.ses, A variation on this option is to require manufacturers,
distributors, and retailers to use a specified amount of secondary materials within a
certain time period (which mayor may not be incorporated into the product). This
variation is called a minimum utilization requirement and is more flexible than a
minimum content requirement.

Tradeable credits can be issued by government to firms that have achieved certain levels
of performance that exceed the minimum content requirements or minimum utilization
requirements. This encourages companies to go beyond the requirements of those market
development options.

Product stewardship, discussed earlier under manufacturer's responsibility, can serve as a
market development option by requiring manufacturers to take responsibility for the full .
loop recycling of their products.' Government procurement, also discussed under
reduction and reuse, can increase demand for recyclable materials by favouring products
with recycled content.

9



Another market development option is for government agencies to provide tax credits or
tax exemptions related to reuse and recycling. Similarly, grants and loans can be offered
to organizations involved in reuse or recyclables processing activities.

Market development zones can be established in which a geographic area is designated
for recycling companies to locate together. This option allows these firms to share
infrastructure and services, use common sources of feedstocks, and establish a specialized
base of industry for the region. Alternatively, instead of locating together, a system could
be established. to collaborate on the marketing of secondary materials. In theory,
cooperative marketing should allow firms to obtain better prices (because of larger
volumes), transport the materials more efficiently, or find markets for a broader range of

. materials. Finally, virgin material taxes could be introduced to raise the cost of virgin
materials, thereby making recycled materials more cost-competitive..

H. Impact on waste·stream from impending programs

Impending waste management programs in the regional districts are anticipated to
increase non-GVRD waste minimization from 12% to 20%. This increase will come
primarily from reduction and reuse programs as well as IC&I recycling. While this is
only a moderate improvement.over current rates, it should be noted that the regional
districts are not required to submit their· final solid waste management plans to the
provincial government until 1995. We expect that, because of this reporting requirement
and the enforcement power of the provincial government to withhold waste permits for
non-complying districts, a substantial number of new 3Rs programs will be launched in
the next few years.

Waste minimization programs that will likely be most cost..:effective include: user-pay
waste collection; procurement policies; waste audit/reduction plans; manufacturer's
responsibility; National Packaging Protocol; backyard composting; curbside collection;
and the mandatory separation requirement.

I. Conclusions

British Columbians in the regional districts outside the GVRD have a long way to go to
achieve the provincial government's 50% waste reduction goal by the year 2000. While
many of the districts have launched new 3Rs programs in the last two or three years, only
a handful have made substantial progress. Nonetheless, sufficient time exists for the
districts to get on track. This will take dedicated attention and effort, as well·as continued
support from the provincial government, but it is not an impossible task. It is also a very
worthwhile task, given the benefits it will provide to the quality of our environment.
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III

Existing Reduction, Reuse And Recycling

This chapter provides an overview of 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) programs in regions
of British Columbia outside of the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRO).. This
infonnation is based primarily on the results of a written questionnaire to the 28 regional
districts (see Appendix C), a review of solid waste management plans for these districts
and d!ita included in the provincial solid waste tracking 1992 data summary. A list of the
districts that completed our surveyor provided waste management plans are listed in
Appendix D. .

Because we did not receive completed questionnaires or waste management plans from
all districts, we faced a number of "gaps" in the data. These gaps also arose because even
those regional districts that returned a completed questionnaire typically did not answer
every question. Further, the Solid Waste Management Plans provided limited numerical
data on existing 3Rs programs; most of the plans focused on future options for waste
management. While we were able to make some estimates from other jurisdictions to
overcome some of the data gaps, this was not possible in all cases. In particular, the data
provided did not allow us to calculate reduction, reuse, and recycling rates by waste type.

A. Waste generation

1. Total waste generation

In 1992, the non-GVRD regions of British Columbia generated an estimated 1.23
million tonnes of municipal solid waste (MSW) from both residential and Industrial,
Commercial and Institutional (IC&I) sources. Combined with the GVRD, about
2.73 million tonnes were generated in the province. This is an increase of 14%

. from the 2.43 million tonnes generated in 1989, which is largely due to a population
increase of 12% during the same period. A breakdown of the waste generated in
British Columbia is presented in Exhibit III-I.

2. Per capita waste generation rates

Residents in the non-GVRD regions generated an average of 750 kilograms of
waste per person in .1992. This compares with an average of 865 kilograms per
capita within the GVRO over the same period. The higher waste generation rate in
the GVRD is likely due to a greater degree of urbanization, which is associated with
higher levels of consumerism and use of disposables.

Per capita generation ranged from a low of 186 kilograms per person per year in the
Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional District, to a high of 1,441 kilograms per person
per year in the Fraser-Fort George Regional District. The majority of districts had
generation rates in the range of 600 to 900 kilograms per person per year.
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Population2~egional District

Exhibit 111-1
Waste generation data for regional districts in British Columbia (1992)

Per Capita Waste
Waste Mgmt

Generation Expenditures6

Albemi-Clayoquot
Bulkley-Nechako
Capital
Cariboo
Central Coast
Central Kootenay
Central Okanagan
Columbia~Shuswap

Comox-Strathcona
Cowichan Valley
Dewdney-Allouette 4

East Kootenay
Fort Nelson-Liard
Fraser-Cheam
Fraser-Fort George
Kitimat-Stikine
Kootenay-Boundary
Mount Waddington
Nanaimo
North Okanagan
Okanagan-Similkameen
Peace River
Powell River
Skeena-Queen Charlotte
Squamish-Lillooet
Stikine
Sunshine Coast
Thompson-Nicola

Subtotal Non-GYRD Region

GVRD Plan Area

Total for British Columbia 3,371.4 2,726.7 810

1 Estimates for survey non-respondents based on population level and av~rage rates reported by survey.
2 . Source: Ministry ofFinance and Corporate Relations. population projection.
3 Source: Municipal Solid Waste Tracking System, 1992 Data Summary Report..
4 Exdudes Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. which are part of the GVRD Plan Area.
5 As reported in Regional Solid Waste Management Plan.
6 .Costsfor the non-GVRD districts are greatly understated in comparison with GVRD costs because they do not

inlcu4e comercial collection costs, the impact ofprovincial grants, landfill tipping fees,municipal overhead
costs. and so on. For these reasons, non-GVRD expenditures shquld only be viewed in relative terms.
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The "outliers" (districts with very high or very low reported rates) are likely to be those
that "import" waste for disposal from other districts and/or that experience fluctuations
due to seasonal factors such as tourist seasons, or unusual features of their economic
base such as a relatively large number of IC&I generators. For example, the Fort
Nelson-Liard Regional District contains a large number of industrial facilities related to
oil and gas exploration, processing and transmission, which produce relatively large
quantities of IC&I waste.

3. Waste management expenditures

Twenty respondents provided waste management expenditures or budgets for their
districts. Not surprisingly, the Capital Regional District had the largest expenditures at
$10.1 million due to its relatively large population base and aggressive 3Rs programs.
The Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional District had the lowest total at just $30,000.
Taken together, the 20 respondents to this question spent about $25 million in 1992.
Based on these responses, we estimated that waste management expenditures for the
entire non-GVRD region were about $36 million in 1992. However, we suspect that
this total only includes direct operating costs by the districts, and does not include
provincial grants, private sector collection costs, and so on.

On a per capita basis, 1992 expenditures ranged from less than $1 per person in the
Skeena-Queen Charlotte·Regional District, up to $41 per person in the Fort Nelson- .
Liard Regional District. We estimated the average for the region to be about $22 per
person. Twelve respondents provided estimates of the proportion of their total waste
management budgets that were allocated to 3Rs activities. These estimates are
provided in Exhibit III-t. Based on these results, about 15% of regional district waste
management budgets are used to fund 3Rs programs. This works out to about
$3/person. Note that the Capital Regional District spends over half of its waste
management budget on 3Rs activities.

Exhibit 111-2
Proportion of waste 'management budgets allocated to ;lRs programs in
selected British Columbia regional districts .

Regional District

Bulkley-Nechako
Capital .
Columbia-Shuswap
Comox-Strathcona
Cowichan Valley
Dewdney-Allouette
Fraser-Fort George
Kootenay-Boundary
Mount Waddington
Peace River
Skeena-Queen Charlotte
Sunshine Coast

.Total waste management
expenditures

(Ooos)

$ 687
10,085 1

988
.1,886
2,001

578
459
602
47

318
30

592

3Rs expenditures as
% of total budget

(()()()s)

9%
'60
30
28
6
o
o

11
.1
o

10
7

Total3Rs
expenditures

(000s)

$ 62
6,051

292
535
120

o
O'

66
1
o
3

41

Per capita 3Rs
~xpenditures

$ 1:60
19.83
6.81
6.24
1.90
0.00
0.00
2.10
0.10
0.00
0.15
1.90

J . fncludes landfill closure costs and implementation ofnumerous waste reduction andreuse initiatives.
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.B. Waste reduction and reuse programs

In this section, we summarize the, data we obtained from regional districts dealing with
reduction and reuse programs. A breakdown. of the reduction and reuse programs
operating in the non-GYRD regional districts in 1992 is presented in Exhibit 111-3. This
exhibit only lis~s programs that were specifically mentioned by regional districts and
therefore likely understates the reduction and reuse programs offered by the districts.

1. Current initiatives and programs' .

About two-thirds of the non-GVRD regional districts in British Columbia report
that they sponsored at least one program to encourage waste reduction or reuse of
waste materials. Some of the survey respondents apparently did not draw a clear
distinction between reduction/reuse and recycling, as they listed a number of
recycling programs under this heading. Those regional districts that appear to be
most active in 'reduction/reuse programs include the Capital and Cowichan Valley
Regional Districts. These two jurisdictions use a number of innovative programs,
such as special events (e.g., "green shopper" tours) and advertising (e.g., newsletters
and information/display booths).

The most common waste reduction program was backyard composting. Seventeen'
of the districts indicated they sponsored such a program, either by providing
subsidies to encourage backyard composting, or establishing a centralized compost
facility for yard waste. Most of these, with the exception of Kootenay-Boundary,
were less than two years old. Public education and advertising programs were also
fairly prevalent, whereby sponsorship is provided to prepare and distribute videos,
newsletters and brochures and even "green shopper" tours. These are designed to
increase public awareness and acceptance of reduction/reuse initiatives. Several of
the districts, including CapitaJ and Alberni-Clayoquot, have also implemented

, '

Market-Based Instruments (MBls),including user-pay garpage systems, and waste
diversion credits.

2. Audience targeting

Reduction and reuse programs appeared to be targeted at fairly general audiences,
rather than clearly defined segments, such as IC&I generators. Most of the
programs identified were targeted fairly generally at "households" 'or "residents." A
comparable number were target~d at a "general" audience, encompassing all
sectors. To a lesser extent, programs were delivered to children through elementary
schools. We .suspecrthat the population base of some of the districts, combined
with the basic need to foster general awareness of 3Rs activities in the community,
explains why most of these programs did not target specific audiences.
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Exhibit 111·3
Source reduction and reuse programs operated in regional d,istricts in
British Columbia in 1992
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Albemi-Clayoquot ' "Bulkley-Nechako ", Capital " " " " " " 21,945
Cariboo
Central Coast
Central Kootenay
Central Okanagan "Columbia-Shuswap " " " 1,500
Comox-Strathcona "Cowichan Valle~ " " ," " 2,200
Dewdney-Allouette " 20
East Kootenay
Fort Nelson~Liard "Fraser-Cheam ~ " " 60
Fraser-Fort George
Kitimat-Stikine "Kootenay-Boundary " "Mission " 20
Mount Waddington
Nanaimo " " " "North Okanagan....··-~·_..··· ......_···....···--·_......·_·_..·~~·......_·-

Okanagan-Similkameen
Peace River
Powell River "Skeena-Queen Charlotte " 130
Squamish-Lillooet "Stikine
Sunshine Coast
Thompson-Nicola "
Total non-GVRD regions 17 5 ' 7 1 . 4 25,875

3. Program costs and staffing

Cost data were available for 16 of the reported reduction/reuse programs operating
in the districts in 1992. A total of $924,000 was spent on these programs.
Individually, the program costs ranged from $1,000 for a worm composting

'program in the Columbia-Shuswap Regional District, up to $577,600 for a'
centralized composting facility in the Capital Regional District. Th~ latter
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composting program diverted 6,275 tonnes, which works out to $94/tonIie
processing cost. Most of the programs ranged in cost from about $10,000 to
$60,000. As indicated in Exhibit 111-4; reduction/reuse public education programs
were generally less costly than composting programs. Most of the programs did not ..
require separate staffing. Those that did typically required less than one Full-Time
Equivalent (FTE) employee, which was met out of either existing staff, or from
volunteer labour. .

Exhibit 11I-4 . .. . .. . .
Overview of source reduction/reuse program costs and staffing iri selected
.!!Sional districts ()utsi~e of the GVRO . . .

Regional District

Capital

Columbia-Shuswap

No.ofFTEs
Program Description in 1992 1

• User-pay garbage system· 0
• Backyard composters 0
•. Yard/garden compost faCility . 0
• TEAM program 0
• -"Closing the Loop" program 0
• Waste Reduction Month/Display 0
• Green shopper tours 0
• Environment Week Info Display 0
• Salvage are& 0
• Diversion credits 0
• Waste Watch newsletter/brochure 0

• Public educatiori program 0.1
• . Wonn composting program 0.1
• Subsidized backyard composting 0.1

Estimated
Costin 1992 .

($0008)

N/A
230
436

2
1

15
N/A

5
21
55
18

12
1
9

Cowichan Valley • Reduction/reuse video
• Compostpilot
• Display booth

Dewdney-Allouette • Composting program
• Clothing and waste exchange

Fraser-Cheam • Backyard coinposting
• SWMP newsletter

Kootenay-Boundary • Education campaign (brochures)
• .Backyard composting

Skee·na-Q. Charlotte • Backyard composting

0 20
0 36
0 5

0 5
o(volunteer) 15

0.5 60
0.5 N/A

0 10
0 11

0 N/A

1 FTEs = Full-time eq~ivalent employees.
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4.. Waste minimization

Little information was· provided on waste minimization achieyed and/or potential
waste minimization levels attainable for source reduction and reuse programs.
Seven reporting programs achieved a waste minimization of about 26,000 tonnes in. .

1992. The combined cost of these programs was $836,000, resulting in a waste
minimization cost of about $11°per tonne. This very high cost was due to the fact .
that many of the programs were in a "start-up" mode and had not been in existence
long enough to achieve their potential. For example, the Capital Regional District's·
backyard composter program diverted 1,400 tonnes of waste, or one-third of its

.capacity of 4,200 tonnes. It was reported that three of the programs had not realized
any diversion of waste from landfill disposal.

c. Recycling programs

This section provides a summary ofthe data we obtained from regional districts dealing·
with current recycling programs and initiatives. This exhibit also provides a rough
estimate of the proportion of recyclables that are sources from residential versus IC&I
sources. Total and per capita recycling rates are provided in Exhibit llI,.5.

1. Total recyclables recovered from disposal

We estimate that the non-GVRD regions collectively recovered about 119,000
tonnes of recyclable materials from disposal. This is just over 22% of the 360,000
tonnes recovered in the GYRD.

Looking at the two geographic areas combined, we estimate that a total of about
482,000 tonnes were recovered within British Columbia in 1992. This is a 280%
increase from the 170,000 tonnes estimated to h~ve been recovered in 1989.

2. Per capita quantities recovered

An average of 73 kilograms of wastes were recovered for recycling per person in
the non-GYRO region in 1992. This compares with an estimated 209 kilograms per
person recovered withIn the GYRD. However, the per capita quantities recovered
varied substantially between the regions. The Capital Regional District achieved
the highest per capita' recovery levels. The Central Okanagan and ·Fraser-Fort
George Regional Districts also achieved high per capita recovery rates.
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Exhibit 11I-5
Breakdown of recyclables diverted from disposal In British Columbia (1992) . .

Recyclables Per capita District % from % from
diverted for· tonnes recycling residential . IC&I

Regional District .recycling 1 recycled . rate 4 sources 6 sources 6
(tonnes) (kg/person/yr) (%) (estimate) (estimate)

Alberni-Clayoquot 2,624 84 13% 60% 40%
Bulkley-Nechako 3,003 77 11 80 20
Capital 28,942 153 15 90 10
Cariboo 1,579 26 6 80 20 .
Central Coast 0 0 0 0 .0
Central Kootenay 1,658 31 4· 70 30
Central Okanagan 14,201 119 10 80 20
Columbia-Shuswap 735 17 1 97 3
Comox-Strathcona 8,118 95 ,13 90 10
Cowichan Valley 3,009 48 9 70 30

. Dewdney-Allouette 3· .347 11 3 85 15 .
East Kootenay .' 1,457 28 12 100 0
fort Nelson-Liard 312. 60 6 100 0
Fraser-Cheam 4,204 56 12 80 20
Fraser-Fort George 11,099 122 8 50 50
Kitimat-Stikine 564 13 4 95 '5
Kootenay-Boundary 219 7 5 90 10'
Mount Waddington 532 39 . 10 50 50
Nanaimo 11,623 109 17 50 50
North Okanagan 5,896 . 91 10 80 20
Okanagan-Similkameen 2,776 40 5 80 20
Peace River 3,157 . 59 7 98 2
Powell River 885 46 5 50 50
Skeena-Queen Charlotte 196 8 4 50 50
Squamish-Lillooet • 2,457 97 10 80 20
Stikine 5 2 <1 50 50
Sunshine Coast .700 6 32 3 '80 20
Thompson-Nicola 8;668 80 16 60 40

Sub-Total Non-GVRD Regions 118,966 73 2 73% 27%

GVRD Plan Area 2 362,800 209 24% 23% 77%

Total for British Columbia ' 481,766 143 18% 32% 68%

1 Estimates are based on the provincial solid waste tracking 1992 data summary. Figuresfor some districts .
reported here differ slightly from the solid waste tracking data because DLC recycling and auto hulk.

. recycling have been subtracted so theftgures are comparable with GVRD totals.
2 Source: GVRD Stage /I Solid Waste Management Plan.
3 Excludes Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows, which are reported within the GVRD Plan Area.
4 Proportion ofwastes that were diverted from disposal for' recycling.
5 Looking at reduction, reuse and recycling combined, the CRD achieved a 27%,reduction in waste. This is

the highest 3Rs achievement ofall the non-GVRD Regional Districts: .
6 Estimates from survey ofnon-GVRD regional districts.·
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3. Recycling rate

For the purposes of this report, we have defined the recycling rate to be the proportion
of wastes generated that are recovered for recycling. Using this definition, the non
GVRD region achieved a 10% recycling rate in 1992. By comparison, the GVRO
achieved a 24% recycling rate, which represents a 1% increase from 1991.

British Columbia as a whole, achieved an 18% recycling rate, more than double the
7% rate achieved in 1989. The Regional District of Nanaimo achieved the highest
recycling rate within the non-GVRD region at 17%. It was followed closely by the
Thompson-Nicola Regional District at 16% and the Capital Regional District at 15%.
However, the Capital Regional District had the highest 3Rs rate (reduction, reuse, and
recycling) at 27%. This is because the CRD has put comparatively more effort on
reduction and reuse than other jurisdictions. According to Statisties Canada's latest
recycling survey, published in the 1993 Environmental Perspectives document, the
CRD has the highest 3Rs participation rate of any jurisdiction in Canada. Seven of
the districts achieved a recycling rate of 4% or less.

4. Sources of recyclable materials

Exhibit 1II-5 provides data on quantities and sources of recyclable materials. As
indicated, no regional district obtained ·less than 50% of its recyclables from
residential sources. In fact, the majority of the districts obtained in the range of 70%
to 100% of material from residential sources. In total, we calculate that residential
source·s provided over 70% of all non-GVRD recyclable materials in 1992'. In
comparison with the GVRD, the non-GVRD areas have a much heavier reliance on
residential sources. Looking at the province as a whole, about one-third of total
recyclables recovered came from residential sources.

5. Types·of collection programs

Exhibit III-6 provides a breakdown of the recycling programs operated in the non
GVRD regional districts in 1992. The most common type of recycling program in the
regional districts outside the GVRD appears to be dropoff depot programs for urban
residential dwellings. We estimate that over 80% of the districts sponsor such a:
program. Eleven districts indicated that they had collection programs for IC&I waste.
Seven districts had collection programs for non-standard waste products (such as
white goods, tires and metals), and eight sponsored centralized composting programs.

6. Household access to recycling programs

Exhibit III-7 provides data on number of households served compared with number of
households available for residential recycling programs in selected regional districts
(as reported by survey respondents). A number of the respondents indicate they have
achieved almost 100% or full market penetration; in other words, that all households
have access to recycling. service. Several programs have less than 100% coverage for
curbside programs, but receive greater coverage with depots. For example, about
5,000 multi-family households remain unsetviced by residential collection service in
the Capital Regional District (but they are 100% serviced by depots and drop boxes in
each municipality). -
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Exhibit 111-6 ,
Recycling programs operated in non-9Yfl[) r~glonal dstric!~Jr1 Briti!th Columbia (1992)

Urban Residential
Urban Multi-family,

Residential
Industrial, Commercial

, & Institutional' Composting
Rural

1991 Census, Residential Depot Curbside Depot On-site Depot
Regional District POIJlllation ' Depot Dropoff Dropoff Collection Dropoff Collection Dropoff

On-site
Collection Centralized

Total
Tonnes'

Albemi-Clayoquot
Bulkley~Nechako

Capital
Cariboo
Central Coast

(ooos)
31.3
38.8

305.3
61.6
3.7

-v
-V
-V

-v
-V
-V
-V

-V
-V
-xl
-V

-V

-V
-V'
-V

-V
-V

-V -V

1,800
2,500

21,800
900

o
···Cmrraf"Koo·ienay·····························s·f6·····....................~...........................:.J

Central Okanagan '119.0 -V -V -V
Columbia-Shuswap 42.9 -V ..j -V -V
Comox-Strathcona 85.6, -V -V
Cowichan Valley 62.7 -V ..j ..j -V -V -V -V

,2,600
6,250

450
1,200
2,700

..Dewdn~y~Aiiouette ..m..m......mmm3T:6..··~·m.......m.......\Tm.........:.............T-..·............""'""- :;j ::J 1,100

East Kootenay 52.8 500
Fort Nelson-Liard' 5.2 -V -V 300
Fraser-Cheam 71.5 -V -V 900

, Fraser-Fort George 91.3 -V -V -V -V 6,000



I All curbside programs are also· supported by depots.

2 % households served =No. households served· divided by No. households available.

6. Waste diversion-actual versus potential

Exhibit 1II-8 provides a summary of waste diversion quantities achieved through
recycling programs rdative to rated program capacities. Unfortunately, we received
limited data on this element. However, it appears tha.t most programs operating in
1992 had significant untapped potential. The most successful programs, in terms of
achieving potential diversion capacity, were residential urban depot dropoff
programs in the Capital Regional District (85%), and metals recycling in the
Dewdney-Allouette Regional District (100%). The level of diversion potential
achieved is a function of a number of factors including how long the program has
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been in operation, access of residep.ts to the' program or serviCe, the type of
recyclable materials accepted, budgets for marketing and promotion, and staffing
levels.

I·Results limited to survey respondents.

2 As reported by the regional districts for their current programs.

3 Currently limited by collection vehicle size.

7. Equipment used

Exhibit 1II-9 provides an overview of equipment used for recycling programs in
selected regional districts. As indicated, it appears that a wide variety of equipment
types are used. However, within each regional district typically only one or two
types of equipment are used. For example, in the Dewdney-Allouette Regional
District, 'only bags are used for recyclables collection, while the Columbia-Shuswap
Regional District uses mainly dropbff centres for collection. '
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Exhibit 11I-9
Overview of equipment used for various recycling programs (1992)

Columbia Cowichan Dewdney- Fraser Skeena-Queen Mount
Recycling Program Capital Shuswap Valley Allouette Fraser Cheam Ft. George Nanaimo Charlotte Waddington

Residential Urban SF
Type containers Boxes Dropoff cntrs ains Bags Bin Bags, boxes Box Boxes, bags
Capacity of containers 55 litres 227 kg 32 cu. yd., 6 cu. yd. 14 gal. 20,30 kg
Type of vehicles used Side load Side load Side load (contract) - Rear load Labrie
Gross vehicle weight (kg) 15,000 ' 3,182 6,500 6,000

, N.o. of vehicles used 14 1 (contract) 1 2 1
Crew size 1 or 2 person 1. or 2 person 1 1 3

Residential Urban MF
Type containers Totes/carts Dropoff cntrs Bins Bags - Boxes, bags
Capacity of containers 90/40 gal. 227 kg 32 cu. yd, 20,30 kg
Type of vehicles used Side load Side load Side load (contract)
Gross weight (kg) 15,000 3,182 6,500 6,000
No. of vehicles used 3 1 (Contract) 1
Crew size 2 1 or2 man 3

Residential Rural Depot
Type containers Drop boxes Dropoff cntrs Bags Dropoff bins Box Boxes, bags
Capacity of containers 20 cu. yds. 227 kg - 4,5 & 6 cu. yd. 14 gal. 20,30 kg
Type of vehicles used Roll off Side load (contract) Rear load Labrie
Gross weight (kg) 28,000 3,182 6,000
No. <;>f vehicles used 1 1 1 2 1
Crew size 1 1 or2 man 1 1 3

lCI Recycling
Type containers Bagit papers Various Box Pallets, boxes
Capacity of containers 32 kg 500
Type of vehicles used Pickup vans
Gross weight (kg) Half-ton
No. of vehicles used One
Crew size 1 to 3 per vhl

Composting
Type containers Bags Bin Backyard
Capacity of containers 40 cu. yd. 1,500
Type of vehicles used (contract) Roll-off
Gross weight (kg)
No. of vehicles used (contract)
Crew size

Other White goods White goods Dropoffat
Type containers Bins Roll-offs land-fill site

I\) Capacity of containers 26 cu. m. 32. cu yds.
w

Type of vehicles used Roll off Top' load
Gross weight (kg) 25,400 4.5-7 tonnes
No. of vehicles used 2 (contract)
Crew size 1



6. Program costs and staffing

LImited data were· available on program costs and staffing levels for all recycling
programs in the regional districts. Data for selected programs which we obtained
are presented in Exhibit 111-10 below. As indicated, the largest program iIi terms of
total FfE employees and costs in 1992, was residential urban single-family pickup
in the Capital Regional District. This program employed thirty FfE people, and

. cost about $2.9 million. Given that the Capital Regional District is the most densely'
populated area of the province outside of the GVRD, we believe that all other
programs in operation in other regional districts for which we have no data are
significantly smaller. This is confirmed by comparing Capital Regional District's
programs to the others listed in the table.

Exhibit 111-10 also·shows district program costs on a dollar per tonne basis of waste
diverted (collection and administration costs were not included). The costs vary
significantly by region and program type. As many of the programs are still in a
start-up phase and thus have not realized economies of scale in processing and
collection, the per tonne costs likely overstate the real long-term average costs of
program operation. These costs may decrease over time as greater household
participation rates are achieved. .

Most of the survey respondents indicated that the basis of payment used was a
dollar per tonne charge. To a lesser extent, other payments bases are used,
including monthly rental charges and per-house charges.

9. Planned new recycling programs

Nine respondents had reported plans to introduce new programs or expand existing
programs in the near future. The Capital Regional District (CRD) has completed a
pilot project in the municipality of Oak Bay to assess the feasibility of collecting
cardboard, mixed paper and compostables at curbside along with existing Blue Box
items. The CRD also plans to start collecting limited quantities of food waste from
local food service establishments for windrowing at the Hartland rural depot. The
Columbia-Shuswap Regional District reported. that; .depending on the extent of an
expanded deposit/return system for beverage containers, consideration will be given
to eliminating glass containers from its collection program, and adding old
magazines.

The Cowichan Valley Regional District plans to expand its Regional Multi-Product.
Neighborhood Recycling Bin program to cover a larger number of households. The
Dewdney-Allouette Regional Dis·trict plans to expand the range of recyclable
material types accepted to include all paper, glass, cans, organic materials and milk
jugs. The Fraser-Fort George Regional District plans to open eight satellite depots
and one materials recovery facility (MRF) to handle cardboard, newsprint, metal
containers, scrap metals, and fine paper. The Fraser-Cheam Regional District
recently started a curbside collection program for single- and multi-family
residences and rural depots. The Nanairrio Regional District is currently reviewing
its waste management plan, including options for handling cardboard, scrap metal,
textiles and aluminum foil. The Sunshine Coast Regional District is opening a third
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dropoff depot. Finally, Mount Waddington Regional District plans to open a paper
sorting and baling facility.

Exhibit 11I-10
Program costs and staffing levels for recycling programs in selected

.regional' districts (1992)

No. of Program Waste Cost Per·
Regional District FfEs 1 Costs Diverted Tonne 2

($OOOs) (tonnes)
Capital.

• Residential Urban SF/MF Rural 33.0 $2,871 13,031 $221
• Residential Urban Depot 4.5 $389 1;185 $328
• Residential Rural Depot· 1.0 $72 1,441 $50
•. Composting 0.0· ·$578 6,275 $92
• White Goods 0.5 N/A 130 N/A
• Plaza Depots 0.0 47 132 $350

Columbia
• Residential Urban Depot 6.0 $203 450 $450

Cowichan Valley
• All Residential Programs N/A $87 895 $97

Dewdney-Allouette
• Residential Urban SF 0.0 $8 21 $380
• Composting 0.0 $8 24 $333

Skeena-Queen Charlotte
• Residehtial Urban SF 2.0 $60 200 $300

1 FTEs = Full-time equivalent employees,

.2Cost per tonne = Program costs divided by quantity ofwaste diverted,

E. Provincial government funding of 3Rs programs

Since the beginning of 1989, the provincial government has provided over $5.5 million in
funding assistance to non-GVRD regions for 3Rs programs. An almost equal amount
was provided by the provincial government to fund 3Rs programs within the GVRD,
resulting in total funding assistance over the past four years of just over $11 million. Just
over halfof the provincial government's funding to the non-GVRD regions was used to
support reduction and reuse programs, while the remainder was allocated to recycling
activities. A breakdown of provincial government 3Rs funding by program type is
provided in Exhibit III-11. A further breakdown of fl,mding assistance by regional district
is provided in Exhibit III-12.
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Exhibit 11I-11
Breakdown of provincial government funding assistance for various
..e!!!.Sramsin British Columbia non-GVRD re9~lo;..n_a_l.;.d~is;..tr_ic_t_s _

3Rs Program Type

Multi-material recycling
Depot/dropbox
Curbside recyclables collection
Composting programs (centralized)

. Composting programs (backyard)
Compost bins (backyard)
General recycling programs
Material recovery facilities
Other

Subtotal

Solid waste management plans

Recyclable goods transportation

Public education and information
Exhibits
Pamphlets, handbooks, brochures
Videos .
Information kits
Training manuals
Workshops, conferences .
Education campaigns
Other

Subtotal

Total-All Programs

ApprovedlExpended
Funding
($OOOs)

$699
200
126
343
539

.1,026
188
89

$3,210

$1,642

$241

$43
3
3
o

16
19

132
198

$415

$5,508

% of Total

13%
4%
2%
6% .

10%
19%
3%
2%

59%

30%

4%

1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%

'4%
7%

100%
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.Exhibit 11I-12
Provincial government fundinq for district 3Rs e!:2Srams .

Multi- Solid Waste Public
material Recyclables Mgmt Education & District %of

. Regional District Recycling Transportation Planning Infonnation Totals Total
($OOOs) ($OOOs) ($OOOs) ($OOOs) ($OOQs)

Alberni-Clayoquot $70 $5, $0 $0 $75 1%
Bulkley-Nechako 7 1 108 0 116 1%
Capital 660 6 132 60 858 8%

, CaribOO 76 3 60 0 139 1%
Central Coast ,0 0 62 0' 62 '1%

, Central Fraser Valley 319 0 0 0 319 3%
Central Kootenay 124 0 126 0 250 2%
Central Okanagan 433 100 58 0 591 5%
Columbia-Shuswap 81 3 53 0 137 1%
Comox-Strathcona 408 '13 76 0 497 4%
Cowichan Valley 48 8 73 0' 129 1%
Dewdney-Allouette 159 0 0 0 159 1%
East Kootenay 0 0 85 0 85 1%
Fort Nelson-Liard 0 0 .63 0 ·63 1%
Fraser-Cheam 171 0 58 0 229 2%
Fraser-Fort George 27 3 39 0 69 1%
Kitimat-Stikine 20 2' 0 0 22 0%
Kootenay-Boundary 10 0 99 3 112 ' 1%
Mt. Waddington 26 2 55 O· 83 1%
Nanaimo 128 34 0 19 181 2%
North Okanagan 92 36 88 0 '216 2%
Okanagan-Similkameen 126 1. 89 0 216 2%
Peace River 29 ',0 58 0 87 1%
.Powell River 29 15 25 5 74 1%
Skeena-Queen Charlotte 15 0 ' 55 0 70 1%

. Squamish-Lillooet 83 3 65 0 l51 1%
Stikine 0 0 0 0 0 '0%
Sunshine Coast '3 4· 0 0 7 0%
Thompson-Nicola 66 2 112 1 181 2%
Non-allocated 0 0 0 327 327 3%
Totals (Non-GVRD) $3,210 $241 $1,642 $415 $5,508 50%
GVRD Totals $4,090 $0 $1,261 $229 $5,580 50%

Provincial Totals $7,300 $241 $2,903 ' $644 $11,088 100%
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F. Future initiatives

This sectio~ provides a summary of the data we obtained from regional districts dealing
with future waste management initiatives.

1. " Planned waste management Initiatives

Exhibit 111-13. provides a summary of planned waste management initiatives
reported by nine of thirty 'regional districts in tlie province. The table identifies
programs, anticipated minimization qu~ntities (expressed as tonnes,per year and/or

. as a percentage of current total waste generation), and, where possible, the
. timefrain,e in which' the waste minimization target is expected to be' achieved.

Taken together, the 24 initiatives listed have the potential to divert between 147,000 .
-and 169,000 tonnes per year of waste materials by 1996, according to the regional
district representatives who provided the data. If these nine districts accurately
reflect planned initiatives in the other 21 regional districts, then the total waste
reduction potential province-wide would be significantly higher. '

Exhibit 111-13' highlights only those initiatives for which data on waste reduction
potential was speCifically provided. In addition to these initiatives, several regional

, districts are planning to implement other programs for whiCh waste reduction data
are not available. 'For example,. the Capital Regional District has ~truck a task force
to examine ways to marketrecyclable materials collectively from locm sources as
well as from other regional districts. More importantly, several regional districts
have not yet completed the various stages of their overall Waste Management Plan,
and therefore are not able to report any anticipated ,waste reduction initiatives at the'
present time.,' The status of the waste management plans among the non-GVRD
regional districts is provided in Appendix E. Only the Capital Regional District has
completed a Stage III Plan. However, the Columbia-Sliu5wapand East Kootenay
Regional Districts, are close behind. Nine districts are working on or have
completed. their Stage II Plans.. Sixteen districts are ll;t Stage I of the planning

. process.

2.,'· . Rationale for 3Rs policies and programs

A number of common "themes" emerged from survey responses with respect to our
question regarding the rationale or intended impacts of 3Rs programs. The most
common rationale cited was the need to conserve landfill space, or to slow down the
rate at which landfills were reaching their capacity. Equally as important, the
regional districts want their 3Rs programs to serve an educational or awareness
.generating function; to build support within the community f9r various initiatives
that minimize waste.." '

A number of respondents also saw the opportunity to realize costsavings and/or'
revenues through 3Rs programs. For example, Cowichan Valley's tire policy is
designed to,reduce handling costs for after-use disposal by coordinating tire retailers.
with the proviricial tire recovery program. ,Similarly, the Kootenay-Boundary·
Regional District reported they will, generate sOme revenues through. the' .
implementation of a garbage tipping fee system~Finally, some districts saw 3Rs.
programs as a good way to encourage the "user:-pay" or "polluter-pay" concept (i.e., .
matching costs of environmental degradation with the activities that cause it). '
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Exhibit 111-13
Planned 3Rs initiatives and antlclpat8d waste minimization

Anticipated Minimization Target
Regional District Initiative/Program lPyl PerCent2 Date3

Albemi-Clayoquot Composting program 2,000-3,000
Cardboard ~ecycling .500+

Capital DLC recycling 20,000 1996
IC&I organics recycling 16,400 1996
Expanded yard waste composting 10,000 1996

Columbia-Shuswap acc recycling, material bans 30-35% . ·1995
Landfill tipping fees

Dewdney-Allouette Urban SF/MFcollection program

}Opening one rural dropoff depot 3,600 30% 1995
Garbage collection volume limits 7,200 60% 2000
Public education programs

Fraser-Fort George Education and promotion programs 3,700
Reduce/reuse programs 3,700
Multi-material recycling programs 11,000

Kootenay-Boundary Expansion of recycling programs 1,000-2,000

Central Okanagan Public education programs 6,000 5%
User-pay residential collections 12,000 10%
Policy initiatives 6,000 5%
Expansion of recycling programs 7,500 . 6-7%

'Composting programs 32,000-52,000 25-40%

Skeena-Q. Charlotte Residential bag/can limits 2,000
Expansion of recycling programs 500 -
.:Residential composting program 500
Landfill tipping fees 500

Mount Waddington Paper baling facility .500"1,000

lTPY=Ton~esper year of waste divertedfrom landfill
2Minimizdtion per cent = Per cent of to·ial district waste generaJion accounted for ~Y a~ticipatedwaste'

minimization.
3Target date = Year by which waste minimization potential is expected to be realized.

3 . Support needed from the provincial government

A number of common themes emerged from responses to the question: "How can'
the provincial government help you achieve your waste management goals?"
Thirteen districts responded to this question. The comments are summarized as'
follows: . .
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~ EducatiOil programs-Providing ~ssistarice in implementing progfams '
, designed to raise public awareness regarding waste management issues
including the need for, and benefits of, recycling. ,

, '

~ Packaging legislation-Enacting stticterregul~ltions on packaging
content and/or disposal options.

~, Market development-,Providing some form of stabilization support to
encourage the continued gfowth of markets for recyCled materials. '

~ Strieter legislation-'Enacting stricter waste management legislation in
general (e.g., tougher penalties for illegal dumping). ' .

, ,

~' Fiiuincial incentives-Financial' assistance at the m'unicipal level to,
implement ptogfams in support of the 50% waste reduction goal. '

,~ Recycled content legislation-En~ctinglegislation mandating the use
, of recycled products, or encouraging the use of produ.cts containing,
, recyCled'content. ' , '

'~ Household hazardous, waste-Provision of province-wide system for
collecting, handling and disposing of household hazardous wastes.

.As shown in Exhibit JiI-14, packaging legislation and education programs ~ere
cited most frequently by survey respondents.

Exhibit 111-14 '
Survey respondent suggestions for ·potential g()vernment assistance in
waste management 'programs
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IV

Reduction And Reuse Program Options

In this chapter, we discuss a number of waste reduction and reuse programs that could be
used by British Columbia regional districts to minimize their waste from disposal. Where
information is· available, we provide a brief description of experience in other
jurisdictions. We note that some of the reduction and reuse programs described below
have already been implemented in some regional districts.

A. Scope of waste reduction and reuse analysis

1. Our definition of waste reduction and reuse

No single, widely accepted definition of waste reduction and reuse exists. Reuse
generally implies using a product more than once in its original form, while waste
reduction typically relates to "practices that miniinize or avoid the creation of waste
at its source." However, for ease of calculation, we have expanded thetraditio·nal
waste reduction definition to include the following:

.~ On-site or in-plant recycling (including backyard composting).

~ On-site or in-plant reuse.

~ Off-site reuse where the reuse activity involves a oirect transfer fromone
party to another, without involving a reuse intermediary (e.g., garage
sales, private second-hand sales transactions).

While these activities could technically be Classified as reuse or recycling
initiatives, it is not possible to identify the extent to which. they are occurring
because they are not tracked. Companies do not record the number of times they
use a pallet before it is broken and is discarded or repaired, nor do governments
track the buying and selling second-hand items between individuals.

2. Our approach to selecting reduction and reuse programs

In selecting reduction and reuse programs, we attempted to adhere to a number of
operational principles of waste minimization. These are briefly discussed below.
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a) .. Principle of pollution prevention

This principle emphasizes that it is better to "anticipate and prevent" pollution
rather than "react and cure" it once it has occurred. From a waste
minimization perspective, this means that waste reduction is the most

·pre'ferred waste minimization approach, followed by reuse and then recycling.
Incineration and landfilling are not considered waste minimization strategies
because ·they do not minimize waste disposal. Program options that avoid the

. creation of waste at the source should generally be favoured over "end of
pipe" options.'

b)' Principle of polluter/user pay

This principle stipulates .that people should be required. to pay waste
·management costs in direct proportion to the quantity of wastes they generate.
In other words, the more waste a person or organization generates, either

·directly or indirectly, the more they shall have to pay for it. Reduction and
. reuse program options that adhere to the principle provide an economic

incentive for people to minimize was"te.

c) Principle of full cost pricing

This principle is related to the previous principle,but relates more to product
costs as opposed to waste management costs. It stipulates that the full
economic, social and environmental cots associated with a particular product
should be fully incorporated into its price. TypIcally, the "full price" is
detenpined by conducting an. analysis of the product's full costs through its
life cycle from original sourcing of materials to final disposal. Program
options that adhere to this principle should be favoured over those that do not.

d) Principle of multiple environmental media

This principle ensures that the program.options simultaneously consider
impacts to all environmental media (air, water and land). This avoids the
transfer of risks from one environmental medium to another. For example, if
inst~ad of composting, everyone put their organic wastes in their garburators,

·this would decrease waste management problems, but would increase water
· treatment problems.

e) Principle of flexibility

This principle indicates that preference should be given to program options
that are flexible. This means that the'y can be established 'ordiscontinued with
relative ease; they can easily be combined with other programs (Le., they do
not exclude other programs); and they c&n be changed or expanded easily as
necessary.
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f) . Principle of long-term perspective

This principle suggests that program option should be considered for their
long-term benefits, recognizing that some will have significant transition costs
in the short term. By following this principle, upfront costs would not be
viewed as unrecoverable expense, but as investment with a pay-back oyer the
long term. For exampie, the "drinking and driving ad campaign" had short- .
term costs but those costs are now paying equally large dividends as drinking .
and driving accidents have significantly declined.

- .
3. Waste reduction and reuse program categories

We have grouped waste -reduction and reuse program options into five major
categories to ensure that the full range of options are addressed. These include:

~ Education, training and communication;

~ Funding and economic incentives.

~ Policies and legislation.

~ .Planning and management..

. ~ Infrastructure development.

A list of the specific program options under each of these five categories and the
societal seCtors that have greatest authority or control to implement them is
presented in Exhibit IV-I. Each program .option is discussed in the following
sections. We'note that while these program options are discussed primarily from a
waste reduction and reuse perspective, many can also be used to support recycling 
initiatives:
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B. Education, training and communication

1. Communication and promotion

Because many waste reduction and reuse initiatives rely primarily on behavior
change, a well-designed communication and promotion program is very important
in achieving waste minimization goals. The National Waste Reduction
Handbook prepared by the National Round Table on the Environment and the
Economy (NRTEE) lists six basic rules of a comprehensive promotional strategy.
These include:

~ Communicating general information-Increasing public awareness
about waste reduction arid reuse opport·unities..

~ Encouraging public participation-Broadcasting an inspirational
message that motivates the public to get involved.

~ Providing program-specific information-Describing how the public
can get involved with specific initiatives.

~ Responding to requests for information-Answering questions and
. responding to problems associated with particular programs.

~ Promoting long-term behavioral. change-Providing long-term
support so that positive behaviors become second nature to people.

~ Providing feedback on a program's success-Demonstrating the
impact that particular programs have in achieving waste reduction goals.

As disc·ussed in Chapter III, many regional districts have implemented
communication programs. These include public service announcements,
advertising, newsletters, "green shopper" campaigns, backyard composting
promotions, workshops, neighborhood meetings, information booths, award and

. recognition programs, and so on:

Noteworthy programs that have been used in other jurisdictions include:

~ A community waste reduction workshop held in Maxsville-Kenyon,
Ontario in 1991 and followed up with waste monitoring of the
participants achieved a 50% waste reduction.

~ In Collingwood, Ontario, a community yard sale·specifically designed to
promote reuse, attracted buyers of a wide variety of reusable items.
Over 80% of the items donated to the event were sold. .
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~ In Itasca County in Minnesota, a range of waste reduction initiatives
were demonstrated in municipal buildings resulting in savings in
operational costs and waste disposal fees.

Within the non-GVRD region, the Capital Regional District has implemented a
Green Shopper program. Such programs are important in educating consumers
about how their purchasing decisions reduce waste. They can also be useful' in
.showing consumers how they can reduce waste at home by reusing, repairing and
renting household items.

A Green Shopper program typically involves preparing a promotional plan with
supporting information sheets and other outreach tools. The plan is then
implemented using staff and trained volunteers. Typical activities include:

~ .' Providing information from staffed booths in shopping malls, grocery
stores and community centres..

~ . Sponsoring Green Shopper contests through local retail merchants.

The emphasis of this program is on buying products in bulk, reusing packaging
materials, purchasing second hand items, donating goods to charities, and
selectively purchasing items that use minimal packaging or are reusable.

2. Campaign to change values and beliefs

A "Participaction-style" campaign could be developed to change people's values
and beliefs about waste and was~e minimization.. This campaign would need to be
jointly developed by all levels of government (with leadership from the provincial
government). The program would use inspirational core messages to give people the
notion of how their lives would be improved if they reduced their wastes. As with
the Participaction campaign, the program would give specific examples of how
people could make small changes in their personal behaviours to reduce wastes.

3. Education and technical assistance

Education programs and more detailed technical assistance programs can help to
foster waste reduction and reuse. Education programs can be established for the
general public' and technical assistance programs can be provided to local
businesses, institutions and community groups. These programs can be offered in
conjunction with recycling initiatives. Education and technical assistance programs
generally include: .

Waste exchanges.

Waste audits for organizations.

School programs.
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~ On~site composting assistance.

~. Demonstration programs.

~Waste reduction and reuse hotlines.

In other jurisdictions, King County, Washington, operates a non-residential
technical assistance program that helps businesses willing ,to monitorand share the
results of their waste reduction efforts. Staff at the RegIon of Peel in Ontario
conduct waste audits at selected IC&I locations, which have significantly reduced
waste quantities.·· ' .

North Carolina's public works department helps IC&I .generators reduce their
regulated waste by pr-oviding in:-depthtechnical assistance to local companies.
These on-site waste reduction consultations are offered as part of their routine
compliance inspections.

As a general rule, education and technical assistance programs are most effective
when they are targeted to a specific group as opposed to a general audience. For
example, a number· of communities in the province have run intensive 3Rs
programs in specific neighborhoods and found them to have dramatic and long-
lasting results. ..

4. Employee training programs

Employee training programs 'can be effective in encouraging waste reduction and
reuse. A number of trairiing manuals have been prepared in Canada targeted at the
private sector. Most organizations use these generic handbooks as a base from
which to develop their own customized training programs. . .

'. .

In other cases, waste reduction workshops are conducted (primarily targeting the
IC&I sector). Local chambers of commerce are often willing to'help organize these
workshops., The workshops can be followed up with periodic IC&I waste reduction·
newsletters. .

We note that a number of recycling organizations in the province conduct their own
training programs for employees and individuals. These training activities are often

.. associated with the establishment of a recycling program: '

5~ labelling

Product labelling can. be an effective tool to allow customers to make informed
.choices about the waste impacts. of their purchases. While most waste-related
labelling highlights the recycled content or recyclability of particular products: this
approach could be used to highlight waste reduction and reuse. For example, labels
could indicate the durability, repairability, reusability and toxicity of particular
~~. . .,
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, Because this option primarily targets product manufactUrers, it is most effectively
implemented at the federal level (e.g., as part of the federal Eco-Logo program). ,In ,

. other jurisdictions, the United States has considered mandating the establishment of
design institutes, federal review boards, consumer product stewardship
commissions to accomplish this task. Nonetheless, it may 'be possible to conduct
some labelling activities at the local level. For example,an independent IGA store'
in Belleville, Ontario, has a program in which every product is assigned a label
according to its environmental preferability. Similar programs have been instituted

. for selected products in British Columbia stores (e.g., Safeway). '

6. , 'Waste reduction and reuse information,

To increase the effectiveness of the above programs,' it is important to have
objective, supporting information'on waste reduction and reuse impacts. The lack
of av.ailable information' on waste minimization impacts of particular waste

,reduction and reuse programs, makes it difficult to determine those programs that .
will have the maximum reduction/reuse impact. Formal data tracking on 3Rs
activities would significantly help to improve the effectiveness of 3Rs programs.

In this regard, the Municipal Waste Reduction Branch of the British Columbia
Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks has implemented a Municipal Solid
Waste Tracking System. Although designed' for the Municipal Waste Reduction
Branch, it can be configured for use by the regional districts and their member
municipalities. Operators of waste management facilities are requested to 'complete
a form for the waste management facilities they operate specifying for each waste
category:

~ "Waste in" information, indicates the volume of waste and whether it
came from residential IC&I, DLC or other waste sources.

~. "Waste out" information that indicates the volume of waste recycled and
the, residu'al that is disposed of. '

~ Financial infomiation that may be relevant to the exchange of wastli
such ~s tipping fees, recycling income and operating expenses.

Procedures to obtain and operate the "Recyclotron 2000" database program are
described in the provincial document, Municipal Solid Waste Tracking System
(February 1993). A companion document released at the same time provides 1991
waste generation and recycling infoIm~ltion by material type for each regional
district in the province., An updated report providing 1992 data will be released
shortly. .

In terms of other initiatives, private sector firms CQuldbC encouraged to conduct life
cycle analyses on certain products to determine how they could be modified to
generate less waste. Such organizations could also conduct full cost/benefit studies'
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to detennine the economic. viability of waste reduction and reuse initiatives after
factoring in social and environmental concerns. .

Further, regional districts could analyze and report on the relative perfonnance of
individuals and organizations in achieving waste reduction and reuse goals: Such
perfonnance measures could also be used by individual finns to compare their level
of waste reduction and reuse against other finns in their industry (after factoring
differences in production levels).

7. Waste e.xchange Information service

The Recycling Council of British Columbia operates a Waste Exchange, which is
essentially an information service to match companies with wastes. to other
companies that could u~e these wastes. While the Exchange primarily focuses on
recycling, it can be used equally· well to promote reuse. Other exchanges in
neighboring jurisdictions include the Pacific Materials Exchange in Spokane and
the Industrial Materials Exchange in Seattle.

c~ Funding and economic incentives

1. User-pay waste collection

A user-pay waste collection program involves charging \vaste .generators for waste
collection in direct proportion to the amount of waste they generate. Many IC&I
wastes are collected on a user-pay basis: User-pay schemes are now being applied
to residential waste collection~ .

User-pay-based residential garbage collection systems have been introduced in over
. 200 municipalities throughout North America. When appropriately designed, they·

have proven to be effective in encouraging waste generators to reduce the amount of
solid waste they dispose. However, studies are unclear as to what extent the

'reduction in quantity is due to increased recycling and how much is due to waSte
reduction and reuse. In the short term, user-pay programs have a· greater impact on
increasing recycling rates than fostering reduction and reuse. However, in the long
term, these are likely to have an increasing impact on waste reduction as people
become more conscious of 'the wastes they are generating.

To be effective, the introduction of user-pay programs needs to be accompanied
with a comprehensive pUblic education program.· Communities must have access to
alternative sy~tems that will encourage them to reduce, reuse, and recycle their
wastes (e.g., curbside collection of recyclables, distribution of backyard
composters). A convenient distribution network must be established to distribute
bags/stickers/containers related to the program and distributors must be fairly
reimbursed for their costs. Enforcement is also necessary to ensure smooth
operation ofthe program and to counteract illegal dumping. Finally, the unit charge
to the resident must be set at a level that encourages waste reduction but minimizes
illegal du'mping·, waste burning, tag theft, and so on.
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Four regional districts in the non-GVRDregion have established user-pay garbage
collection systems, User-pay programs for two of these districts, the Regional
District of Nanaimo and the Capital Regional District are briefly discussed below.
Advantages and disadvantages of user-pay programs are presented in Exhibit IV-2.
The Regional District of Nanaimo user-pay program was introduced in
January 1991. Under its system, each household pays a fla,t rate for the cost of
waste collection and receives one free can/bag per w.eek. Additional cans/bags cost
$2 each and tags for the bags can be bought at a .central location. Some
communities within the district report that single-family residential waste disposal
has fallen from 2. bags to 1 bag per week since the program began: .

Exhibit IV~2 .
Advantages and disadvantages of user-pay residential garbage
collection systems.' .' .

Advantages Disadvantages

• Can create problems such as
overstuffed.bags, tag theft, and so
on.

• Can lead to illegal dumping and
burning.
. .

Can be complicated and costly to
administer and implement.

• Improves public awareness of waste
management costs

• Provides an economic incentive for
residents to reduce waste (e.g.,
adheres to the polluter-pay principle). •

• Decreases garbage collection and
disposal costs because of reduced
quantities. . .

The CRD introduced its user-pay program in early 1992. This progr·am halved t~e
.. number of garbage cans each household was eligible to have picked up and charged

an average of $1.50 for each addi tional can. Further, charges for municipal pickup .
were broken out,as a separate line item on the tax assessments. .

. . .

In other jurisdictions, the Town of Gananoque, Ontario: implemented a user-pay
waste. collection system in 1991 and has reported a 45% reduction in waste
collected since the program started. Seattle, Washington, institut.ed a user-pay
system in 1981 and reports a 49% redUCtion in waste collection. A survey of 14 US
communities reported that recycling quantities had doubled following the

. introduction of user-pay programs.

2. Deposit/refund syste'ms

Deposit/refund programs are used to promote product reuse, encourage materials
recycling, and ensure safe disposal of potentially hazardous materials. A surcharge
is placed on the purchase price of a potentially polluting product and .refunded when
the item is returned after use..
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Deposit/refunds are currently applied to beer and soft drink containers in British
Columbia. However, as most items under deposit in British Columbia are returned .
for recycling as opposed to reuse, this program is more of a recycling program than
a waste reduction and reuse program. The recovery rates for refillable beer and soft
drink bottles is over 95%. This demonstrates that deposit/refund schemes targeted
at reusable materials can strongly contribute to waste minimization. The provincial
government, which operates the deposit/refund program, is currently considering
expanding the program to include' a wider range of 'recyclable and reusable
materials. While the expanded program is estimated to divert about 1% of total
waste generated in British Columbia, it is not expected to increase the use of
refillable containers.

A variation on the deposit/refund scheme, applicable to regional districts, is a "bUy
back" or "take-back" program. The primary difference under this program is that no
deposit is paid up front.

3. Grants, subsidies, and loan guarantees

Various financial incentives can be used to encourage companies to reduce and'
reuse wastes. These incentives would likely fall under one or more of the following
categories:

~ Grants and awards-Grants or forgivable loans could be provided to
firms that undertake measures to reduce wastes. .

~ . Soft loans-.Loans could be offered at lower than pr~me rates' to
encourage firms involved in waste reduction initiatives.

~ Tax-exempt bonds-Firms that practice waste reduction and reuse
could be allowed to issue tax-exempt bonds.

o ' 0 ~ Flow-through tax credits-Th~se could enable a taxable entity to
provide flow-through deductions to investors in either debt or equity
instruments. 0 0

~ Tax deductions, rebates and credits-.Accelerated capital cost
allowances on new waste reduction-related technology as well as sales
tax or tariff rebates could be used under this category.

Concerning tax rebates, the provincial government could remove ProvinCial Sales
.Tax (PST) on certain types of recycling equipment. While this may seem politically
difficult, the provincial government has already set a precedent by removing PST
on the sale of bicycles because they.are considered an environmentally sound mode
of transport.

In British Columbia, the provincial Sustainable Environment Fund (SEF) is the
largest initiative under this program option. The provincial government offers three
programs, partially or wholly funded by SEF funds, that could be used to encourage
waste reduction and reuse. These include: .
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~ Tpe Solid Waste' Management Planning Financial Assistance Program
(provides funds to regional districts preparing waste management plans

. as required under the Waste Management Act)..

~ The Rural Waste Management Financial Assistance Program (designed
to upgrade. waste management programs in rural areas of British·
Columbia). .

. ~ The Public Education and Information Financial· Assistance Program
.. (whiCh supports educational projects throughout the province). .

At the federal level, three funding programs are operated under the Green Plan,
which may 'have· implications for waste reduction and. reuse in British Columbia..

'These include: ,. , '

~ the Community Planning Fund that supports projects 'that enhance
cooperation· among local or regional, groups to address local
environmental problems.,. .

~ The Volunteer Support F'und provides local and community volunteer
groups involved in environmental or heritage activities with sustaining
graO;ts of up ~o $2,000 per year.

~ . Th'e Environmental Partners Fund provides up to 50% ,of eligible
, project costs, on a matching ba,sis' for new community-based activities
that provide knowledge on environmental issues that enables people to
take direct action. It appears, however, that this fund is phasing out of
3Rs programs and will discontinue them after 1995.

4. Green taxes or charges

Green ·levies, product charges, advanced disposal fees and so on can be used to
encourage waste reduction and reuse. The province has implemented green levies
On three materials:. used tires, lead ,add batteries, and disposable diapers. The levy
on disposable diapers may have a waste reduction impact if they e,ncouraged
consumers to switch to reusable diapers. The levy does not have any waste
reduction or reuse impact on'tires or batteries. . ' '

One important way in which a tax or levy could foster waste reduction and'reuse is
by being applied to virgin materials.. Such charges, in theory, have the potential to
encourage resource efficiency, However, the implementation of input charges in

•Canada would require provincial or federal government .involvement. This measure
also has implications for inter-jurisdictional trade and may be challenged as a non
tariff trade barrier under the Free Trade Agreement (FrA); The removal of existing .

. subsidies on virgin materials may have a much greater impact on total waste
reduction.. This latter approach, which involves removing, subsidy as opposed to
adding a charge, is discussed later in this section. .
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5. Landfill tipping fees and disposal surcharges

Charging a fee to dispose of wastes at a landfill can provide a significant inc~ntive '
to reduce and reuse wastes (although this program optiori generally provides more
of a recycling incentive). Most landfills in urban communities in British Columbia
charge a user fee ranging from $20 to $60 per tonne. This program option has
generally proved very cost effective despite the increase in landfill staffing and
administration costs associated with it.

The primary drawback of landfill tipping fees is that they contribute to illegal
dumping and export of waste to neighboring regions where no tipping fee is
applied. Illegal dumping can be overcome using the methods described under the
user-pay section., Waste exports can be contracted using bylaws that make it illegal
to transport wastes generated in one region to another region. '

A variation on landfill tipping fees is to apply an incremental disposal sUrcharge at
the landfill for garbage in which no attempt has been made to separate out reusable
or recyclable materials. While, this approach imposes, an administrative
requirements to inspect the loads of garbage, it has proven an effective 3Rs measure
in other jurisdictions (additional administration costs are typically funded from the
surcharge fees). A simpler approach to surcharge is to apply an incremental
disposal fee on contractors that dispose of garbage over a certain amount. This does
not require inspection of the garbage loads, but does require monitoring of the
amount of garbage disposed.

6. Removal of subsidies on virgin materials,

To provide an incentive for waste reduction and to make secondary materials more
competitive with virgin materials, the provincial and/or federal government could
reduce existing subsidies on virgin materials. Examples of subsidies that are
applied to virgin materials include:

~ Depletion allowances (on the extraction of non-renewable resources).

~ Artificially low resource extraction royalties (e.g., stumpage fees).

~ Research and development investment credits.

~ Flow-through financing (where investors receive the financial benefit of
research and development investment credits).

~ Exploration and development credits (especially in the oil and gas
sector).

~ Government loan guarantees (to obtain bank financing).

~ Public sector participation in resource development projects.

~ Energy pricing structures that favour primary resource industries.
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The application of product codes and 'standards is another, indirect, fonn of subsidy..
For example, reused or "rebuilt" products often fail to meet industry standards and
therefore are rejected or receive a lower price.

This program would not require significant expenditures or new infrastructure, nor
will it require enforcement or policing action. However, this option does. face
political obstacles because there are, many parties who generate significant
government tax revenues that wish to preserve the subsidies. '

D.Policies and legislation

1. Disposal bans '

A number of Canadian and U.S. jurisdictions have introduced disposal bans,
including British Columbia. While generally very effective in diverting waste from
disposal, disposal' bans tend to result in greater recycling than waste reduction or
reuse~ .However, a disposal ban on food and yard waste may significantly
encourage backyard or on-site composting (which we have labelled a waste
reduction initiative). A disposal ban on gypsum board has been instituted in the
GVRD. . ,

Some jurisdictions have introduced fairly sweeping disposal bans. M'assachusetts
introduced the solid' waste management facility regulations that ban aluminum,
metal and glass containers and yard waste from disposal facilities .. Leaves, lead
batteries, white goods and tires were· already subject to earlier landfill bans.
Similarly, in January 1992, the Region of Peel, Ontario, banned all paper fibre,
container glass, and construction demolition waste from its landfills. The region
had previously banned IC&I-generated tires, gypsum board and wood.

Within British Columbia, Port Moody bans lawn and garden waste, while the City
of Vancouver recently implemented a disposal ban 6n tires and. white goods.
Within the non-GVRD region, bans have been applied to'OCC, white goods, used
oil and auto hulks. To be effective, disposal bans need to be combined with a
recycling program for the banned materials. If the waste generator does not have an
alternate way of dealing with the banned material, illegal dumping or burningco\I1d
result. This is a primary concern in rural areas. Further, considerable education is
required to allow people to understand therationale behind the ban.

2. Product bans

Product bans have been introduced in British Columbia and many other
, ,jurisdictions. The most well-known are those associated with products containing

ozone-depleting substances (especially polystyrene foam food packaging). These
have typically been substituted for other disposable packaging materials (e.g., paper
or wax paper) which may not reduce the' volume of waste. In short, banning a
particular product may lead to substitution of other products with their own waste
generation impacts. .
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3. Product standards

It may be feasible to develop product or packaging standards that encourage waste
reduction and reuse. For instance, minimum warranty requirements could be
introduced for certain products to encourage manufacturers to achieve certain
durability standards. Similarly, legislation could be passed stipulating that certain
products can only be distributed in reusable containers, This type of program would
have to be developed at the provincial or federal level.

At another level, regional districts could set conservation standards for developers.
For example, Boulder, Colorado rates developers seeking building permits against .
several categories of building· permits. Developers must score at least 20 points to
be accepted. .

4.· Procurement policies

Provincial, regional, and local government agencies in British Columbia could
foster waste reduction .and reuse through waste management-related procurement
policies. While such policies have typically focused on recyclability, recycled .
content and toxicity of products, they could be extended to address waste reduction
and reuse. For example, preference could be given to suppliers that use the smallest
quantity of materials to provide a product or service. This program would

. demonstrate government leadership and stimulate demand for products that are
reusable and that minimize waste.

This program option could also be extended to private sector firms and included in
. their waste reduction plans. This would likely be most appropriate for firms that
already have purchasing policies~

5. Manufacturer responsibility

Under this approach, manufacturers would be made significantly more responsible
for managing products throughout their· whole life cycle. Manufacturer
responsibility legislation has been introduced in Europe, the United States and,
more recently, Canada. In British Columbia, manufacturer responsibility programs

.have been established for certain materials, such as used oil, lead-acid batteries,
tires, and diapers. While the emphasis of existing programs has been to require
manufacturers to take back their products at .the end of their useful life for recycling,
these requirements could also be applied to source reduction and reuse.

One application of this program would be to· require firms to offer a rebate in
exchange for the return ofthe products they originally sold. For example, a battery
program operated by Black & Decker in Canada provides a $5 rebate towards the
purchase of a new product when the old one is returned. While the batteries in this
case are recycled, this approach could .also be used to return items for reuse. As
another example, the public interest research groups (PRIGs) in Massachusetts and
Oregon have ·proposed that all packages sold must satisfy certain criteria, one of
which is reusability.
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A well-designed manufa:ctun~r responsibility program will foster reduction and
. reuse by encouraging manufacturers to modify the design of their products and

packaging to· minimize waste. This encouragement could come from requiring
manufacturers to pay on a weight basis for the amount of material they introduce
into the market and/or on the amount of material that enters the waste stream. To
complement other programs discussed here, manufacturer responsibility programs
need to focus on non-deposit, one-way packaging and single-use disposable
products. ..

The most comprehensive manufacturer's responsibility program developed to date is .
the Duales System Deutchland (DSD) or "green dot" system in Germany. Under
this system" all post-consumer packaging is required by law to be returned to the.
point of sale. Manufacturers· must then take responsibility for the reuse and
recycling of the returned materials. While onerous to the IC&1 sector, this program

. has the potential to achieve high waste minimization~

E. Planning and management

1. National Packaging Protocol (NAPP)

In 1989 the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) established
the National Packaging Task Force, a group comprised of groups representing the
packaging industry,' government and public interest groups. A target was
established that would see a 50% reduction in packaging waste by the year 2000.
Furthermore, NAPPspecifies that 50% of this waste minimization shall be achieved
through waste reduction and reuse and 50% from recycling.. To facilitate this
reduction, the Canadian Code of Preferred Packaging Practices was generated that
reflected the six packaging protocols: .

. .. . ,

~ All packaging should have minimal effects on the environment.

~ Priority will be given to the rnanagemeilt of pack.aging through waste
reduction, reuse and recycling. . .

~ A continuing campaign of information and education will be undertaken
to make all Canadians aware of the function and environmental impacts
of packaging.

~ These policies will apply to all packaging used in Canada, including
imports.

~ Regulations will be implemented as necessary to·,achieve compliance
with these policies. .

~ .All government policies and practices affecting packaging will be
consistent with these national policies.

The packaging industry agreed to voluntarily reduce the amount of packaging used
to meet the specified targets. These goals were to be achieved by management
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processes based upon the 3Rs, with waste reduction being the preferred option,
followed by reuse and then by recycling.. As part of the packaging protocol, it was
agreed that if voluntary reductions in packaging did not have the required impact, .
then federal and provincial governments would enact regulations that would. be
uniform across. Canada and specify performance requirements, targets and
deadlines~ So far, most of the reduction achieved has been in the area of transport
packaging. NAPP reports that the amount of industrial packaging going to disposal
has fallen by 14%. Specific targets have been. set for industry sectors.
Representatives of each industry group have been encouraged to decide how

·individual industry sector goals can be met.

If NAPP were to fully achieve its objectives, a 10.5% reduction in total MSW (from
1988 levels) would occur-·from source reduction and reuse programs alone. About
75% of this amount would be expected to come from the IC&I sectors, while the

·remainder would come from residential sources.

2~ Waste audit/reduction plan requirements

Waste generators could be required to complete waste audits and develop waste
reduction plans. Such efforts could motivate generators to take actions that avoid·
the creation of waste at their source:

Waste audit/reduction plan requirements have been introduced in at least two
jurisdictions, Ontario and Rhode Island. In Rhode Island, the Tegulations. stipulate
that firms with more than 50 employees in designated industry sectors must conduct
waste audits, develop supporting waste reduction recycling plans, and recycle
certain materials. The regulations affect about 10% of companies located in the
.state. Los Angeles, California, King County, Washington, and Maryland have
voluntary programs. . .

3. Life cycle assessment research

Life cycle assessment (LCA) involves analyzing a product throughout its stages of
· production, use, and disposal, and determining how the environmental impacts of
the product could be min~mized. From a waste minimization perspective, LCA
research would involve studying· the solid wastes generated throughout the product's
"life cycle. II Once these impacts have been identified, attempts would be made to
incorporate the cost of those impacts into the purchase price of the product.. In
doing so, there would be an· incentive for manufacturers to change the design,
production, and distribution of their products so as to minimize waste.

Life cycle assessment research is alrea<h beginning iri Canada and British
Columbia. The provincial government recently held a conference on full cost
accounting (in which one of the topics was life cycle assessment). Further, the
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) is preparing a voluntary Canadian guideline
regarding life cycle assessment. The guideline. addresses five stages of
production-raw materials procurement, distribution, manufacturing, use, and·
waste management. In other jurisdictions, the U.S. Society of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry. (SETAC) has developed a life cycle framework that.
could be. used to conduct LCA research.
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F. Infrastructure development

1. Backyard composters

8ackyardcomposters allow householders to' compost their wastes on their own
property, .thus decreasing the quantity of material collected for disposal or recycling.
While backym::d composting is .relatively simple, it can have a dramatic effect on
reducing the waste stream. In a number of North American communities,. compost
bins are provided to local residents a~ a subsidized price or, in some cases, at no
charge. Experience in other jurisdictions reveals that participation rates between
10% and 30% can be achieved through promotional efforts alone. Participation
rates rise to about eighty per cent in jurisdictions .where free compost bins are
provided. Most successful programs divert about 250 kilograms per household per
year. The success of backyard composting programs can be improved with parallel
efforts to encourage residents to leave their grass clippings on the lawn.

2. Reuse/repair centres

A number of second-hand stores .and community-run rummage sales promote reuse
of materials that might otherwise be sent for disposal. Support'could be provided to
help establish or expand firms that engage in reuse or repair activities.. Reuse
(salvage) centres could also be established at landfills and transfer stations. In
California, the Urban Ore salvaging operations handles 3,000 to 5,000 tonnes of
recyclables per year. This program claims to divert 4% of the waste stream from
the community in which it operates. .

Another option may be to establish a "free store" where people can drop off things
they do not want and others can browse through to find things. they need. A free
store is currently operating on Hornby Island and in Gold River.

. .

One novel approach to promoting reuse. is used by the rural town of Boeblingeri, .
Germany. The town recently purchased a "dishmoblle" to be used at food service

. areas at public festivals: The machine is equipped with a commercial-sized
dishwasher and sufficient plates and silverware to serve a crowd of 600 people. The
dishmobilecost the towi1. about $15,000 US.

3. . Waste reductio.n authority

A .regional or provincial waste reduction authority could be established to
coordinate waste reduction and reduce activities. In particular, the auth~rity could:

~. Receive and sell reusable materials.

~ Operate a waste reduction and reuse information centre.

~ Conduct waste reduction and reuse training courses.

.~ Administer financial incentive programs.

~ Disseminate grants and.subsidies.
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This function is already being. provided to some extent by a number of non
government organizations, including the Recycling Council of British Columbia
(which operates the Recycling Hotline), the Society Promoting Environmental
Conservation (which has a library and runs a composting demonstration program),
and the Environmentally Sound Packaging Coalition (which maintains information
and samples of a variety of sound and bad packaging). Other jurisdictions have
established waste reduction authorities. Washington State established an Office of
Waste Reduction (which also includes recycling activities).. Rhode Island has a
comprehensi.ve Agency that promotes waste reduction. These authorities generally
focus on increasing public awareness although they also conduct research programs,
provide technical assistance to commercial establishments, and administer
legislative initiatives. In most cases, these authorities do not distinguish between
waste reduct,ion and recycling, and recycling initiatives tend to receive greater
priority.

G. Unintended consequences of reduction/reuse programs

Possibly the most significant unintended consequence of introducing reduction and reuse
programs is an increase in illegal dumping or burning. Specific reduction and reuse
programs that have the potential to result in illegal dumping/burning include: user-pay
waste collection, landfill tipping fees, disposal surcharges, and disposal bans. .

Municipalities and regional di~tricts that implement such programs often observe an
increase in illegal dumping or burning. However, in almost all cases, this negative
behaviour drops off within a short period after program implementation. Nonetheless, a
number of approaches can be used to prevent or react to illegal dumping.. For example,
jurisdictions such as .Seattle and the Capital Regional District, introduced a
comprehensive education campaign to create public awareness and support before
launching their user-pay garbage collection program.

Similarly, other jurisdictions have adopted the approach of searching through illegally.
dumped garbage to find and addressee and then sending a warning letter about the
penalties for illegal dumping. These jurisdictions generally find that despite the fact they
cannot use the contents of the garbage as grounds to fine a party, that they almost never
have to send a letter to the same party twice. Most of the 200+ municipalities that have
implemented user-pay garbage collection in North America report that creating the image
ofa strong enforcement capability is just as important as providing enforcement.
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v
Residential Recycling Program Options

In this chapter; we present a range of residential recyCling options that may be applicable
to non-GVRD regional districts in British Columbia. As with the pr~vious chapter, we
discuss the experience of other jurisdictions where appropriate. Diagrams showing the
flow of recyclable materials through various residential .collection programs is provided
in Appendix F. .

A. Primary approaches to residential collection

1. Dropoff depots for rural, single-family households

Recyclable materials from rural, single-family households are typically taken to
dropoff'depots. Most depots are staffed and conveniently situated at transfer or
disposal sites while the remainder are unstaffed. We note that there are many
difficulties associated with unstaffed depots and they are highly incompatible with
user.:.pay collection programs. Recovery rates are generally about 50-80 kilograms
per household per year, which is about one-quarter of the amounts generally
obtained from urban .curbside collection programs. Diversion rates vary widely,
depending on the number ,and type of recyclable materials accepted.

Dropoff depots, which also can be used to service urban areas, can be operated on a
year-round basis or seasonally. Some depot programs are operated in an integrated,
network to better service an area, such as the approach used by the Kelowna,
Economic Recovery and Employment Development Association (KEREDA)
program in Kelowna. It has six staffed satellite depots that serve a population of
120,000 (about 1 depot per 5,300 households). The biggest depot received about
125 tonnes/month while the others receive about 45 tonnes/month. The City of

, Squamish also uses this approach.

Successful depot operations generally have the following characteristics:

~ They prov'ide users with containers for storing and transporting
recyclable materials (to increase recovery rates).

~ They site depots along convenient travel routes.

~ They are staffed to increase participation and reduce contamination
levels.

For very Tural areas of the province, it may be appropriate to use a mobile depot
system. In such a system, a multi-compartment enclosed trailer is pulled by a 3/4
ton truck to particular locations on a weekly or bi-weekly basis.
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2. Curbside collection for urban single-family households

In many urban areas, single-family homes (and some small multi-family buildings)
are provided witb convenient curbside collection. Recyclables are genera,lly set out
at the curb in boxes or bags provided to the household. Typically, five to ten
material types are accepted. For this reason, recovery rates vary ,widely depending
on the number of materials accepted. For those programs that use containers, these
are either rectangular shaped, open boxes or wheeled carts that can be rolled out to
the curb for collection. ' The box containers are more commonly used in the non
GVRD regions of British Columbia (and they are typically blue in colour).

Those pro.grams' that use bags rely on the collection of recyclable ~aterials in
plastic bags. The bags are generally clear so that collection staff can reject bags that
contain non-recyclable materials. Within British Columbia, Port Moody and the
,City' of Hope operate bag collection programs. Port Moody 'com~cts commingled
recyclables in a single blue bag. The City of Hope uses a three bag system (one for
garbage, one for dry recyclables, and one for compostables).

A number of British Columbia municipalities provide combined box and bag
collection, where some materials are placed in a box while others (usually fibres)
are placed in bags. This approach is being used in the Nanaimo, Mt. Waddington
and Greater Vancouver Regional Districts. The popularity of this approach is
increasing.

While not generally used in Canada, foIl-out carts could be used for curbside
pickup. These carts generally range in size from 120 to 260 litres, and typically
associated with automated garbage collection. This type of collection system is in
use in Phoenix, Arizona as well as some European communities. The Capital
Regional District uses th approach in its curbside collection of urban multi-family

. dwellings. The advantages and disadvantages of the three collection systems are
presented in Exhibit V~ 1. . .

Collection rates with bags or boxes are generally about 140 kilograms per
'household per, year. The roll-out cart program operated, in Phoenix, Arizona

achieved recovery rates of 277 kilograms per household per year.

.3. On-site pickup for urban multi-family dwellings

Multi-family dwellings are typically provided with the same curbside collection
services as -single-family residences, or rely on a central bin system. For large
multi-family dwellings (50 units or more) multiple bins are provided and each bin is
used for a single recyclable material type. Whereas recyclable materials are
commingled together in the other collection systems, this latter approach involves
full source separation at the dwelling. This typically requires a flatbed truck to be
used to collect the bins. In one program offered in the GVRD, a series of bags are
used instead of bins. The bags are hung from a wall of an indoor parking garage
and serve the same purpose as the bins. However, these bags can be collected in a
standard garbage truck.

Collection rates from multi-family households are generally similar or slightly
lower than for single-family curbside collection.
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Exhibit V-1
Advantasesand dlsadvantases of different recyclables collection containers

Container Advantages Disadvantages

Boxes

Bags

.Roll-out carts

• Convenient for householder to
separate out and store
recyclables.

• Provide a constant reminder to
recycle,

• Easy for collection staff to
identify and remove
contaminant at the curb.

• Easy to load onto collection
vehicle.

• Usually possible to use
standard waste collection
vehicles (i.e, avoids the 
process of recycling trucks).

• Easy to add new materials to
the program.

• Can be used in all housing
types. -

• Closed bags protect
recyclables from snow and
rain.

• Capital cost of boxes ot carts
is avoided.

• Large container capacity can
reduce collection frequency.

• _Generally easy to add new
materials.

• Appropriate for both single
and multi-family dwellings. -

• Have limited capacity (max. 60
litres).

• Can be difficult to add materials to
the program because of limited
capacity.

- -

• Open container is exposed to -
natural elements (rain, snow).

• - Residents may be reluctant to
purchase the designated bags.

• More difficult to remove
contaminants at the curb, although
this tan be overcome with
education.

• More difficult to process
recyclables because bags must be
opened and materials sorted. -

• Cross-contamination of
recyclables is slightly higher than 
for boxes (i.e., residual liquids in

_the fibres).

• People do not like to see their
recyclables collected in a garbage
truck.

• Can conflict with user-pay 
programs because people hide
garbage in recyclables bags.

• High cost to supply carts to
residents.

• Requires specialized hydraulic
loading system for collection
vehicles.

• Limited opportunity to identify _
and remove contaminants.

• Cross-contamination of
recychibles is higher than for
boxes.
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B., Additional approaches to enhance residential collection

1. Wet/dry collection systems

In "wet/dry" systems, nouseholders separate their wastes into two distinct streams:
wet/organic materials that can be composted, and dry recyclables such as those
typically collected at the curbside programs. The two streams are stored separately
in bags or bins. Two variations on wet/dry collections systems are described briefly
below: .

~ . Two-stream, wet .and dry collection system-'In this system, only wet
and dry recyclables are collected, there is no option fOT separate disposal

. of traditional "garbage." The householder therefore must be instructed
as to into which of the two streams should be placed items that are not
part of the designated streams (e.g., diapers, leather, vacuum cleaner
bags, etc.). Provision must then be made to separate out these materials
from the .recyclable or compostable streams at the material recovery
facility (MRF) or compost facility.

~ Three-stream (clean wet, clean dry, and residue waste) systems--
This system provides a separate stream for collection of non-recoverable
materials. In some cases, the three-stream system is expanded into four
streams by separating out dry fibres from other container dry
recyclables.

Residents separate out the various streams into different bags or a range of smaller
containers. In some cases, wheeled carts are used to .store the materials while others
use a combination of bins and bags. The different streams are typically collected by
different vehicles, thereby necessitating multiple collection pickups.

The primary wet/dry program in British Columbia operates in Gold River. This
two-stream collection program services 2,200 people. The dry recyclables are
hand-sorted at a small processing facility that recoversOCC, HDPE milk jugs,
LDPE grocery bags, and ferrous and aluminum cans. The wet stream is composted
in a windrow operation. The Town reports that this program achieves a 70%
diversion from disposal. The Capital Regional District also recently completed a .
pilot wet/dry collection program involving three streams and collected on a bi
weekly basis.

In other jurisdictions, the City of Guelph and the Region of Halton, Ontario, are
conducting demonstration projects on two- and three-stream wet/dry systems. The'
Region of Halton operated a three-stream collection system for one year and

,achieved a residential waste diversion rate of 58%. The City of Guelph conducted
both a two-stream and three-stream demonstration program. The two-stream
system achieved a 69% diversion from disposal,while the three-stream system
diverted 61 %. The three-stream system produced recyclables that were slightly less
contaminated than the two-stream system (1.5% versus 7.5%). Two-thirds of the
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participating households were given bins while the remainder were given bags.
Three-quarters of the households using bins found it convenient, while only half of
those using bags found them to be convenient

In Europe, the municipality of Lemsterland in the Netherlands operates a four-
. stream wet/dry program with two double-compartment roll-out carts. This program
achieves a 63% waste diversion rate. Based on the above, we estimate that. a
wet/dry collection system operated in British Columbia municipalities could
achieve about a 60% residential waste diversion rate. We note that wet/dry
collection systems generally allow a wider range of recyclables to be collected than
conventional "blue box" programs.

2. Co-collection

Co-collection refers to the combined collection of garbage and recyclables
simultaneously using the same vehicle. This. reduces the number of different
collection vehicles needed, as well as the labour to do separate run~ to collect these
two groups of materials.. The specific design of the program depends on the
material groups designated for collection, the containers, the type of collection
vehicle, the frequency of collection, and so on. Advantages and. disadvantages of
the co-collection system are presented below in Exhibit V~2. . .

Co-collection 'systems are used in many North American communities, primarily for
the simultaneous collection of yard waste and garbage. Phoenix, Arizona and
Lewis County, Minnesota, both run co-collection programs that collect recyclables.

Exhibit V-2 .
Advantages and disadvantages of co-collection systems

Advantages Disadvantages

• Can be significantly cheaper than • Can.bemore corriplicated to design than
conventional collection systems. separate collection systems.

• Suitable for rural areas where
separate collection systems are
costly. .

• Less adaptable to changes in the
recovery rates of particular Streams.

• Capital costs of vehicles is high because
of multiple compaction hydraulics.

Typically; co-collection systems rely on the use 'of a standard garbage 'tru~k to pick
up different coloured bags (one for garbage and others fot recYclables). .In some
jurisdictions, however, a special vehicle is used with a garbage compartment at the
bottom and sorted recycling compartments on top.
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3. Frequency of collection

In a number of jurisdictions, the frequency of collection has had a direct impact on
the quantity of recyclables collected. Naperville, Illinois, achieved a 90% increase
in quantities received by changing from bi-weekly collection service to weekly
collection. Conversely, the City of Philadelphia reduced its collection service from
weekly to bi-weekly and observed a ,21 % drop in recovery rates. However,
reduction in collection service in several Ontario communities did not result in a

, decrease in recovery'rates. This was attributed to the fact that these programs were
well-developed and people were very accustomed to recycling.

Changes in collection frequency need to be accompanied by significant changes in
program d~sign, promotion and operation. Without such changes, it is likely that
communities will observe a drop in recycling rates as the frequency of pickup is
reduced. We note, for example, that communities that have implemented a user-pay
garbage collection program are much less likely to observe reduced recycling rates
when collection frequency isdecreased.

4. Mandatory residential recycling

Municipalities can establish a bylaw that requires residents to participate in
recycling programs and to enforce the bylaw with fines or suspension of regular
garbage collection., Studies in other regions generally suggest that mandatory
recycling requirements increase participation rates. While some voluntary
programs achieve higher diversion rates than mandatory programs, programs that
are properly designed, promoted and operated generally achieve recovery rates that
are 10-15% higher than voluntary programs.

One variation of this program is to apply it strictly to multi-family residences.
Under such aprogram, all owners of multi-family dwellings would be required to
provide secure, convenient, on-site recycling facilities for the tenants. .

5. .Changes in building codes to permit recycling

The British Columbia Ministry of Municipal Affairs is primarily responsible for
establishing building codes. This Ministry could mandate that all new multi-family
dwellings be designed in a manner that facilitates recycling. Similarly, existing
buildings could be mandated to provide recycling facilities where inspections reveal
that it is feasible. This residential recycling program option will only have an
impact in communities with a significant number of multi-family buildings.
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VI

IC&I Recycling Program Options

In this chapter, we present an overview of collection methods and discuss sQme programs
that can encourage increased recycling from industrial, commercial and institutional
(IC&I) generators. .

A. Primary IC&I recycling collection programs

In contrast to residential recycling, the majority of IC&I collection is conducted through.
commercial haulers on a user-pay basis. As a result, the method of collectio~ is generally
determined on a company-by-company basis between the organization and the, hauler.
This is, in many ways, necessary because the size, location, building configuration and
type. of wastes/recyc1<ibles generated vary widely between IC&I organizations.

While residents generate almost entirely post-consumer materials, IC&Iestablishments .
. generate ~oth pre-consumer and post-consumer materials. Recycling firms are generally
pleased to accept pre-consumer recyclables (such as paper off-cuts from printing firms)
because they are clean and of a single,. known material type. These materials are
generally collected using aconventional industrial garbage truck (with forks to pick up a
3 or 4-yard metal bin), or a compartmentalized recycling truck. The bins are specially
marked to accept only the one type of pre-consumer material. .

Collection of post-consumer IC&Irecyclables has traditiomilly focused on fibre
materials. Firms have front-load bins that are earmarked "cardboard only" or "mixed
paper only." Smaller IC&I establis,hments can receive recyclables pickup service that is
similar to multi-family residential colle.ction. This involyes a commingled front-load bin
(equivalent to a very large "blue box") or numerous containers (45-gallon barrels and
plastic garbage pails). .

B. IC&I recovery programs'

. Under the current legislative regime, municipal and regional governments have less
influence and control over IC&I recycling programs than do the' provincial and federal
governments. Primary government programs discussed in Chapter IV that are relevant to
IC&I recycling include:
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~ Training programs.

~ Green taxes or charges.

~ Disposal bans.

~ Product bans.

~ Product standards.

~ Procurement policies.

~ National Packaging Protocol (NAPP).

Specific programs that target recycling in the IC&I sector are discussed below.

1. Manufacturer's responsibility program

Under the manufacturer's responsibility program, the cost of managing post
consumer products and packages would be incorporated into their purchase price
and paid by producers and consumers. In other words, the cost of programs and
infrastructure to recover recyclable materials would be shifted from the general
taxpayer to manufacturers and consumers.

The ownership and operation of the manufacturer's responsibility programs could be
borne by government, by the private sector, or by both.. For example, companies
providing a cash rebate for the return of their products once they have reached the
end of their useful . life could operate those programs without governme.nt
involvement. Alternatively, in the case of curbside recycling, government
involvement will likely be required.

In cases where there is direct government involvement, these agencies may choose
to operate the manufacturer's responsibility programs directly, or to contract the

.. operation to private sector or non-profit organizations. The key will be to ensure
that the funds for these programs are not paid ·out of taxpayer revenues, but rather
from those who made or bought the products or packaging in need of recycling.
The funds required to ensure markets for the recovered materials should also not be
borne by the general taxpayer.

2. Mandatory waste audits/reduction plans

Under its existing legislative authority, the provinCial government would mandate
that IC&I that are significant waste generators complete a waste audit and
implement a waste reduction plan. The province could specify a particular
diversion target that these companies may· reach or simply assume that the
audit/planning requirement would be sufficient to achieve desired results.
Typically, generators would be required to submit their plans to the government.
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The threshold company size is usually between 50 and 150 employees. About
2,500 firms have more than 50 employees in the non-GVRD regions of British
Colu~bia.

Ongoing monitoring and enforcement would be necessary to ensure compliance.

3. Mandatory separation of designated dry materials

IC&I generators could be required to separate out. for recycling, a range of
designated materials for which there is sufficient market demand. Unlike the
previous program, this program would apply to firms of all sizes. This may require
small generators to take designated materials to dropoff depots.

Because this program would be difficult to monitor and enforce for all but the
. largest generators, it would rely primarily on the fact that the program imposes a
legal obligation on companies. Based on the experience in other jurisdictions, about
75% of IC&I generators would comply with this program.. If applied to all
recyclable material categories, this would cause complying firms to achieve average'
recycling rates in excess of 50%.

4. Mandatory separation of organic wastes

In addition to mandatory separation: of dry recyclables, IC&I generators could be
required to separate out organic wastes. Significant quantities of compostable
organic materials are generated by this sector, including yard trimmings and food
wastes. This program would only be feasible as part of an integrated composting
strategy in which organic materials are also recovered from 'other waste streams.
This program could be simplified to require only the separation of yard wastes.

5. Changes in building codes to permit recycling

As with multi~family dwellings discussed. in the previous chapter, all new IC&I
establishments could be required by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs to make
provisions in the building design for recycling. Further, existing building owners
could be mandated to provide recycling facilities if building inspection reveals that
it is feasible to do so. This is especially needed in shopping centres where even
recently constructed malls do not have "built-in" space to recycle (either for the
merchants or their customers). .

6. Recycling friendly litter control bins

The provincial government could develop a standardized litter control container that
would facilitate the separation and recycling of wastes. These containers could also
serve to educate people about recycling.
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VII

Recyclable Materials Processing Options

In this chapter, we provide an overview of recyclable materials processing options within
the non:"GVRD regions of the province. Estimates are provided about the quantities of

. recyclables handled at the different stages of processing.

A. Stages of processing

Recyclable'materials generally flow through four stages of processing, including:

~ Brokering-finding buyers and sellers of recyclable materials. (This does not
involve taking physical possession of those recyclable materials.)

~ Intermediate processing-cleaning, sorting and baling recyclable materials
(the basic nature of the recyclable material remains unchanged).

~ Processing-processing recyclable materials into recycled materials (e.g.,
plastic pellets, glass cullet).

~ Re-mariufacturing-taking recycled materials and manufacturing them into
recycled products (products containing recycled content)~

Collection and storage, such as· is done by depots, as well as the transportation of
recyclable materials (prior to reaching a MRF) are not considered part of processing. We
note that some recyCling organizations conduct activities at more than one stage of

. processing. .

B.. Quantities of materials processed at different stages

As indicated earlier, about 119,000 tonnes of materials are recovered for recycling in the
non-GVRD regions of the province in 1992. About 73% of these recyclable materials are
sourced from residential households while tbe remainder are recovered from IC&I

.establishments. Of this total amount, we estimate that about 82% of these materials go
through at least basic sorting and baling while the remainder are transported to processing
facilities within the GVRD or composted. Exhibit VII-l provides an overview of the
flow of recyclable materials in 1992 from their collection through intermediate .and
primary processing to final re-manufacturing. A similar diagram is provided in Appendix
G, desc.ribing the processing flows for British Columbia as a whol~. . .
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Exhibit VII-1
Flow of recyclable materials through various stages of processing for all
Br.itish Columbia regional districts excluding the GVRO (1992) .

COLLECTION

PROCESSING

Intermediate
proces.sors

Processors

Remanufacturers

Non-GYRO IC&I waste Non-GVRD residential waste ...... Non-GYRO yard waste

recovered for recycling: recovered for recycling: , composted:

32,000 tonnes (gross) 87,000 tonries (2rosS) 12,000 tonnes

i
Non-GVRD residential waste
excluding coriJpostables:
75000 tormes

.Y,
Oepot/transfer facilities: -- Exports out of GYRO region

107,000 tonnes
before processing:
10,000 tonnes

------_:..._- --------------------------------,Ii
r.. Total Non-GYRO generated - Rejects sent to landfill:,.

quantity recovered for recycling: r-- 1,600 tonnes
97,000 tonnes (gross)

2%

100%

~
Exports:

--'--52,300 tonnes

54%
'o'

. Total Non-GYRO generated .... Rejects sent to landfill:
~

Total Exports:

quantity recovered for recycling 1,600 tonnes 52,300 tonnes

43,100 tonnes (gross)
~

2%

.' . 44% ~
Exports: -.nil tonnes

0%.
V

Total Non-GYRO generated quantity
.... 1 Rejects sent to landfill:

recovered for remanuf~cturing .
,.

1500 tonnes

41,500 tonnes (gross) <1%
~.I.lIII'IIIII'1

42% . Finished product: ,
, 41,000 tonnes ,
~""IIIIIIII

42%

Notes: .
1. The term "gross" tonnes refers to MSW qucmtities in which rejects have not been subtracted.
2. All quaniities rounded to nearest hundred tonnes. .
3.' Excludes DLC recycling.
4. Exports include' shipments to GVRD and any destinations ouiside of the province..
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As indicated, an estimated 54% of recyclableshandled by intermediate processors is
exported from non-GVRD regions, 2% is sent to landfill, and the remaining 44% flows
through to processors and remanufacturers. Proces'sors send less than 2% of the
recovered materials to landfill, as most reject-quality materials are diverted at the
intermediate prQCes~or stage. "Exports" in this example include all materials shipped
either to the GVRD or other destinations outside of· the province for further
processing/remanufacturing.

In comparison with the GVRD recycling industry, a much larger proportion'of the total
flow of materials is exported. This is due to the fact that the processing/remanufacturing
infrastructure is generally less well developed in non'-GVRD areas. The GVRDserves as
a "hub" of recycling activity to which a large proportion.of the materials collected in the
province are shipped for processing.

The non-GVRD processing sector is comprised of.a relati'vely small number of large- .
throughput, vertically integrated firms such as Consumers Glass in Lavington, and Finlay
Forest Products in Mackenzie. Because they are vertically integrated, we believe that
exports at the primary processing level is negligible. However, we estimate that most of
the finished remanufactured products are exported from non-GVRD areas. As an
illustration, Consumer's Glass distributes its products all over western Canada, while
Finlay Forest Products sells pulp and paper products to various world markets. Exhibit
VII-l indicates that the non-GVRD recycling sector is export-intensive as over 50% of
the materials recovered are shipped to non-local markets from either the depots or at the
inten:nediate and primary processing stages. .

In some cases, recyclable materials are transported out of .the region for intermedia~e or
primary processing and then returned to the region for re-manufacturing. For example,
some quantities of ONP from the non-GVRD regions of British Columbia are shipped to
Newstech in Coquitlam for de-inking and then the de-inked pulp is shipped back to
newsprint mills within the region t.o produce 40% recycled content paper for export to
California. .

Based on the above, a key success factor in the development of recycling in the non-.
GVRD regions is the degree to which recyclables can be processed withil) the region.. It
will be difficult for regional districts to achieve and maintain a high level of recycling if
th.e great majority of their recyclables are exported out of their regions with orily
intermediate processing. They will be at .the whim of international commodity markets..

c. Types of materials processed

The primary types of recyclable materials that are handled by intermediate processors in
the non-GVRD regions are presented in Exhibit VII-2. This 'exhibit shows that all
reporting districts accept newsprint and most accept other fibres, clear container glass,.
and, to a slightly lesser extent; tin and aluminum cans. Less than' half accept plastics and
organics. We note that almost .all districts collect phone books. through a province-wide
phone book recycling program operated by BC Telephone Co. As programs expand, the
regional districts are likely to take on a wider range' of material types.
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GVROdiat

Source: Be RecyclingHotline database records (November 1993).'

Exhibit VII-2
Primary materials handled bv int .e ~ rocessors In non- -

Mixed Office Glass Tin Alum. White HDPE LDPE
, Regional District ONP acc Paper PaPer 'Cont. ' Cans Cans ,Goods Plastic Plastic Orgqriics 'Notes

Alberni-Clayoquot -J' -J ,No dry recyclables information.

Bulkley-Nechako -J -J -J, -J -J ' -J,

Capital' -J -J -J -J -J '-J -J -J './ Coded plastic containers only.

CariOOo -J Egg cartons only for mixed pa~r.

Central Coast ' No information.

Central Kootenay -J -J -J -J ...; ...; ...;

Central Okanagan ...; ...; ...; -J ...; -J ...; -J ...; Milk jugs and iCe cream tubs only.

Columbia-Shuswap ...; ...;. -J ...; - Clear glass only.

Comox-Strathcona -J -J ...; -J -J ...; ...; -J -J ...; Glossy magazines accepted.

Cowichan Valley -J ...; -J -J
Dewdney-Allouette No information.

East Kootenay No information.

Fort Nelson-Liard -J No information.

Fraser-Cheam ..j -J -J V -J -J -J -J Stockpiling some plastic & tetrapak.

-J -J ...; -J -J -J
"

-J Plastic bags only.Fraser-Fort George

Kitirilat-Stikine No information.

Kootenay Boundary -J -J -J ...; ~' -J' Milk jugs and vinegar bottles only.

,Mount Waddington , '. -J ...; -J "j ...; -J
Nanaimo F -J ...; -J ..j ..j ...; -J -J Cartridges, tin 'foil okay.

North Okanagan ..j -J ...;' , ...[ ..j

Okanagan-Simi lkameen ..j -J ..j ..j Clear and brown glass only.

Peace River ...; ..,j ..j -J -) -J Only glossy mixed paper.

PoweIl River ...; ...; ...; -J ..j ..j -J -J ...j ...; PET, PP, PS stockpiled.

Skeena~Queen Charlotte ...; -J ...; ...; -J ..j . ..j Only glass & boxboard, mixed paper. '

Squamish-Llllooet ...; i/o
..J -J ..j Clear and'brown glass only.

Stikille ' ...; -J ...; ...; '. -J -J
Sunshine Coast -J -J ...; ..,j -J ...; -J " Clear and brown glass only.

Thompson-Nicola ...; -J ...; -J ...; -J Stockpiling appliances. "(J) ,
I\)



. D. Recyclable materials markets by major material category

1. Paper

The Finlay Forest Products Mill in northern British Columbia collects ONP from
community recycling programs. They can use about 3% of ONP in the production
of new newsprint (they do nothave de-inking capabilities). In total they can handle
about 3,500 to 4,000 tonnes per year. Because of the small quantities involved,
Finlay only buys from community recycling programs north of Kamloops.

Cardboard is .collected by the major grocery store chains such as Safeway and
Overwaitea Foods. Most of it is transported by these companies to intermediate
processors in the Lower Mainland..

A number of crown corporations with offices throughout the province, such as
BC Hydro ~nd .BC Buildings Corporation," operate their own fine paper recycling
programs. These materials are transported to local pulp mills or shipped to
intermediate processors in the Lower Mainland. BC Tel operates a province-wide.
program to recycle its telephone books. These items are generally handled through
l~al intermediate processors or shipped to the GVRD for processing.

2. GI.ass

Consumers Glass operates the only Western Canadian glass container
manufacturing in Lavington (within the North Okanagan Regional District). It
accepts glass from within the region as well as the GVRD and parts of Alberta.
Consumers Glass will accept an almost unlimited quantity of clean, clear recyclable
glass although it has a much more limited ability to take coloured glass. Other
small glass quantities are crushed and used as aggregate in local road construction.

3. Metals

Until recently, ferrous metals collected on Vancouver Island were processed by"a
local metal processor. However, this firm no longer accepts tins, so they are
exported to the United States. In the northeastern part of British Columbia, tin and
steel recyclables are exported to Stelco in Edmonton for processing or to Northland
Salvage and Sales (which accepts primarily IC&I scrap metals).

Aluminum cans are collected by the major soft drink manufacturers (under the
deposit/refund system) as well as local intermediate processors, and shipped to the
United States for remanufacturing. While an aluminum smelter operates in Kitimat,
it is not capable of remanufacturing aluminum containers. .'
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4. Organics

A number of stnall~scale yard waste. composting programs are operated by
municipalities in different parts of the province. The collected lawn and garden
materials are shredded, windrowed, and turned over a few times with a Bobcat .or
shovels. The material is generally used locally. Major. centralized composting
facilities are being operated in Victoria, Gold River, and the District of Tumbler
Ridge.

Apart from those jurisdictions mentioned above, little processing of food waste is
occurring in the region. A few rendering finns such as MaCleods Byproducts in
Armstrong and Island Processing in Duncan receive restaurant and food processing
grease wastes. Some food banks also accept perishable foods from restaurants,
hotels and bakeries. .

5. Tires and batteries

Three companies in the region process tires. Two companies convert the treads
from tires into rubber mats. A third company, Future Generation Products of Port
Alberni, processes the largest quantity of the three firms and is able to use almost
the whole tire in its processing operations. K-C Recycling of Fruitvale, British
Columbia,. processes wet cell batteries. In northeastern British Columbia, batteries
are processed by D.C. Industrial Steel and Hardware and Northland Salvage and
Sales.

6. Wood wastes

A number of wood wastes recyclers operate in the province. While their primary
source of supply is demolition; land clearing and construction (DLC) waste, wood· .
waste from municipal sources is .also accepted. Most of the recyclers are sawmills
orpulpmills. For example, Canfor and Howe Sound Pulp accept wood waste,
which is used to make mulch and panelling.

7. Plastic

Few markets exist for plastic outside of the GVRD in British Columbia and,
consequently, very small quantities of this material type are being collected. PET
plastic (soft drink containers) collected in northeastern British Columbia is shipped
to Agra Recycling in Edmonton. Upper Fraser Valley and southern Vancouver
Island intermediate processors accept rigid plastic containers and clear plastic bags
and ship them to markets in the GVRD or the Pacific Northwest. .

E. P·rocessing of co-mingled recyclable materials

The facility most commonly involved in the first stage of recyclable materials processing
after collection is called a materials recovery facility (MRF). It is an intermediate
processing facility in which recyclables are cleaned, sorted and baled before being further
processed. The primary MRFs in the non-GVRD regions are presented in Exhibit VII-3..
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Exhibit VII-3
Intermedi8teprocessors In the non-GYRO r8Q....io_n_8_I...d...is....tr_lc...,t....s _

Regional District.

Alberni-Clayoquot
Bulkley-Nechako
Capital

Cariboo
Central Coast
Central Kootenay
Central Okanagan
Columbia-Shuswap
Comox-Strathcona

Cowichan Valley
Dewdney-Allouette
East Kootenay
Fort Nelson-Liard
Fraser-Cheam
Fraser-Fort George
Kitimat-Stikine
Kootenay-Boundary
Mount Waddington
Nanaimo

. North Okanagan
Okanagan-Similkameen
Peace River

Powell River
Skeena-Q. Charlotte
Squamish-Lillooet
Stikine·
Sunshine Coast
Thompson-Nicola

Intermediate Processors

No information
Bulkley Valley Recycling Depot (N)
Regent Recycling (P); International Paper Industries (P);
Paperboard Industries (P); Saltspring Island Community
Society (N)
Penny's Produce Plus (P)
No processing facility
Regional District (G)
KEREDA (Kelowna) (N)
Canadian Mental Health Association 1 (N);
Gold River Recycling (G) (wet/dry ·processing facility);
Hornby Island Recycling Depot (N); Cortes Island
Recycling (N); Comox Valley Recycling; CR Returns (N)
Regional District (G)
No information
No information
No information
R&R Recycling Ltd.2 (P)
Next Generation Recycling (N); City of Prince George (G)
No information
Davies Sales arid Service Ltd. (P)
Comorant Island Recycling Society (N)
International Paperboard Industries (P); Alpine Recycling
(P); Westcoast Waste (P)
Regional District (0)
Penticton (G); City of Penticton (G)
Northern Environmental Action Team (N); Greenland
Recycling (P); Northland Salvage and Sales (P)
Regional District (G)
Prince Rupert Recycling Society (N)
Sea To Sky Waste Management 3
Kitimat Understanding the Environment (N)
Regional District (G)
Valley Paper Cycle Ltd. (P)

Note: G =Government; P = Private Sector; N =Non-profit.
Source: BC Recycling Hotline database records (November 1993).

1 Under contract to the Regional District.

2 Under contract to the City ofHope.

3 Under contract to the City ofSquamish..
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The technologies used at these MRFs are directly related to the capacity of the facility,
the materials it accepts, the manner in which they. are delivered (segregated versus co
mingled), and the quality/purity and shipping requirements. Most use a simple baler and·
accept only dry recyclables.

As can be observed from Exhibit Vll-3,tne MRFs are concentrated in the sQuthern part of
Vancouver Island. The MRFs are generally operated on a single 8-hour shift, although a
few run two shifts per day. The facilities generally process about 1,000 tonries animally
for each full-time employee. There is a fairly equal mix ofgovernment-, private sector-, .
andrion-profit-run MRFs. Some of the private sector and non-profit facilities are
operated under contract to the municipal or regional governments.

The combined processing capacity of these MRFs is estimated to be about 300,000
tonnes per year. At current recycling rates, they are therefore operating at about 20%
capacity. The building sizes range from about 2,500 sq.ft. to 45,500 sq.ft. Average
processing costs are about $60/tonne. Average capital costs are about $40/sq.ft.· .

As more materials are added, the collection and processing operations become more
complicated. Typically, smaller and more rural programs in the region try to source

. separate their recyclables as much as possible to minimize processing requirements for
which they are not well equipped. Conversely, iarger areas such as the CRD, collect
materials in a more co-mingled form and rely more heavily on the MRF. to separate out
these recyclables. The latter is especially true for programs that. use abag collection

.approach.

In general, most collection programs .attempt to keep fibres separate from container
materials. This.permits the two streams to be processed separately at the MRF. If there
are sufficient volumes of recyclable materials, it can make sense for the MRF to have two
separate processing lines for the two streams; This is not feasible, however, if a bag
collection system is used. Bag systems in the region typically involve a collection of
both fibres and container materials in the same bag, making it more complicated to sort
them at a processing facility.

Processing facilities within the region range in size from five to fifty tonnes per day. It is
generally not worthwhile to develop an MRF if quantities are below five tonnes per day.
In such cases, the recycling program operators transport source separated recyclable
materials directly to markets or stockpile them until they have sufficient volumes.

F. Processing of dry, mixed wastes

In the previous chapter, we discussed processing options for source separated recyclable
materials. However, another processing option is available to IC&I generators and that is
related to the recovery of recyclable materials from a mixed IC&1 waste stream. Under
such a program, IC&I establishments are provided with twoco~lection bins; one for
"clean" dry recyclables and the other for garbage. These materials are then taken to a
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sorting facility specifically designed to handle dry; mixed IC&I wastes. This program is
favorable to the generator because it tends to reduce their disposal costs. It also recovers
a greater quantity of recyclable materials than most IC&I generators are willing to
separate out under conventional recycling programs.

Within British Columbia, BrowningFerris Industries (BPI) recently constructed a facility
to process dry, mixed IC&I wastes from generators from within the GVRO. It has an
input capacity of five hundred tonnes per day of recyclables.

G. Processing of organics

In previous sections, we have discussed backyard composting programs. In this section,
we describe centralized organics composting programs. There are generally two types of
centralized composting programs:

~ Neighborhood composting-Composting facilities that serve a single
municipality.

~ Regional composting-Programs that accept organic materials from multiple.
municipalities.

Neighborhood composting facilities can either serve as dropoff depots or transfer stations
for organic materials that are subsequently hauled to a regional facility, or they can be
self-contained facilities where composting occurs on-site. These programs generally
have a capacity of between 10 arid 7,500 tonnes per year. Within the GVRO, the depot
approach to neighborhood composting is being used by the City of Richmond and Eco- .
Waste for the collection of yard waste. An example of a stand-alone neighborhood
composting program is the demonstration gardens at Crescent Beach in the Greater
Vancouver area. .

Neighborhood composting programs generally receive either "clean green" yard wastes or
combined yard waste and kitchen waste. There are generally fewer complications. with
accepting only yard waste, but the total diversion is also less. Neighborhood composting
sites rely primarily on windrow composting because of its low cOS.t.

Neighborhood composting facilities are generally more appropriate in rural areas where
land is more readily available and odours are less of a concern. In urban areas, it is
frequently difficult to site facilities unless they have a capacity of less than 100 tonnes
per year.

Regional composting facilities generally range in size from 8,000 to 100,000 tonnes per
year capacity and accept all types of organic materials, including mixed waste paper and
other compostable fibres. These regional facilities generally use windrow, aerated static
pile, or in-vessel composting technologies. The technology used depends on the
feedstock accepted. Winqrow systems are generally used to compost yard waste, aerated
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· .'

static pile systems to compost kitchen and yard waste, and in-vessel systems to compost
yard waste, kitchen waste and fibres. Generally, it is necessary to pre-process feedstocks
at r~gional facilities to sort out non-compostables. .

Region"al processing facilities have the advantage of being able to process multiple
feedstocks. They can also more easily adapt to seasonal fluctuations in feedstock
quantities as compared with "neighborhood composting operations. However,regional
facilities are generally costly to build and operate and can be difficult to site. These sites
also generally need a large buffer zone and an enclosure to control odours.
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VIII

Market Development Options

A. Market development options.

In this chapter, we summarize the key market development options of relevance to British
Columbia Market development options refer to public policy measures that stimulate the
demand for secondary materials so as to close the "recycling loop," as shown in
Exhibit VIII-i.

Exhibit VIII-1
The recycling loop

Demand

Supply

Recyclable
Materials

Primary Processor
(Recycler)

Industrial or
Resldentli;ll Consumer

.Recycled
Products

Demand

Secondary Processor
(Manufacturer) .

Supply

Demand Recycled
Materials

Supply

Ten key market development options are discussed in the following subsections.
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1. Minimum content requirements

Under this market development option, manufacturers are required by law to
achieve a minimum l~vel of recycled content in specified products or materials. For
example, some U.S. states require that newsprint imported from Canada must have
a minimum of 20% to 50% recycled content. In some cases, the minimum content
law specifies that a certain proportion of the recycled content must be met from
post-consumer materials as opposed to pre-consumer materials (factory off
cuts, etc.).

Typically, minimum content laws are phased in over time to allow manufacturers to
adapt their products and processes. Minimum coptent .requirements can be either
mandatory (i.e., a legal requirement) or voluntary (i.e., established through joint
industry/government agreement). Minimum content laws and agreements can have
exemption clauses (i.e., due to supply shortages or concerns of quality) and may be
linked to a system of tradeable recycling credits (discussed later in this chapter)..

No minimum content requirements exist in British Columbia. In other parts of
Canada, the City of Toronto enacted a recycled content by-law for newsprint in
1990, which imposes a 15% recycled content in 1993 rising to 40% in the year
2000. At least nine U.S. states have minimum content requirements for newsprint
and additional states have voluntary agreements with local newspaper publishers.
These states are phasing in recycled content requirements ranging from 20% to 50%
on newsprint by the year 2000. -

Some states have introduced minimum recycled content requirements for various
packaging materials. For example, Wisconsin is proposing a 10% recycled content
requirement on plastic containers beginning in 1995 (subject to U.S. Food and Drug
Administration approval). California has introduced minimum content
requirements for plastic garbage bags (ranging from 10% to 30% depending on bag
thickness). This state is also phasing in minimum recycled content requirements for
glass containers, rising from 15% in 1992 to 65% in 2005. As another example,
Connecticut has established minimum content requirements for telephone books
that rise to 40% by 2001.

2. Minimum utilization requirements·

Minimum utilization requirements are a variation on the previous market
development option. They require manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to use a
specified amount of secondary materials within a certain time period. This could be
accomplished by putting the r~cycled content into the products -(as with the
minimum content requirement), or by arranging with other parties to reuse or
recycle the specified materials. This market development option is more flexible
than the minimum content requirement because it allows companies to ch90se their
own method of handling the secondary materials. -
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This option could be expanded to a "zero net waste impact" requirement. Under
such a scheme, companies would be required to demonstrate that the amount of
waste they divert from disposal is greater or equal to the amount they dispose. This
approach is particularly applicable to the construction and development sector.

Another variation of this market development option is the "buy-back" "or take
back" requirement in which targeted ftrms are mandated to buy-back-or take-back
their products from their customers for reuse or recycling.

While minimum use requirements have been considered, none have yet been'
implemented. A federal law in the United States was proposed in 1992 (Bill S976)
that related to minimum utilization requirements. This proposed law would permit
firms to use a combination of approaches to achieve secondary material utilization
targets (e.g., reducing the weight of materials for packaging, ensuring packaging or
product reuse, manufacturing products with recycled content). This market
development option would receive less opposition from targeted firms because of
its increased flexibility over the minimum content requirements. -

3. Tradeable credits

This option could be added to the previous two market development options. Under
this option, the government agency would .issue credits to firms that achieved
certain levels of perfonnance under the minimum content requirements or minimum
utilization requirements. This would encourage companies to go beyond the
minimum requirements of those market development options and to sell their excess
credits to other firms that were unable to achieve compliance. This market
development would add another level of flexibility and market efficiency to the
previous two market development options.

While tradeable permits have. been introduced to manage air and water issues in
.North America, tradeable recycling permits or credits have not yet been
implemented. The West Coast Environmental Law Association has proposed a
tradeable credits system for used oil in British Columbia. The previously
mentioned proposed federal law (Bill S976) includes a provision for tradeable
credits, but has not been adopted.

4. Product stewardship

Product stewardship has been discussed under the heading of manufacturer's
responsibility in the chapter on source reduction/reuse options. In this context, it
refers to a mandated responsibili~y for manufacturers to take iesponsibili.ty for the
full loop recycling of their products. Under this market development option, firms
could be required to conduct life cycle analyses on their products to ensure
maximum recyclability. For example, recent life cycle analysis research in. the
plastics industry revealed that a primary impediment to plastics recycling is the lack
of standardized plastic resins and the use of coloured plastics. As a result, the
plastic industry is now drafting manufacturing codes that would increase the
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I .

standardization of plastic resin and decrease the -use of coloured resins. This
example illustrates that product stewardship is often best achieved at the initial 
product design stage.

SpeGific criteria are established for firms under this market development option and
penalties are imposed if these criteria are not met. A product stewardship market
development program would likely be mandatory (e.g., imposed by law) versus
voluntary. --

A wide variety of initiatives with varying degrees of comprehensiveness can be
implemented under this market development option. At one end of th_e spectrum,
firms could be made to take legal possession of their products once they have
reached the end of the useful life and pay the entire cost of their management. At
the other end of the continuum, private sector firms can work cooperatively with the
public sector to manage their wastes without taking direct possession of them.

A number of product stewardship market development programs have been
implemented in British Columbia. For example, oil-manufacturers, distributors and
retailers are required by government to provide facilities whereby consumers can
return their used oil at no charge. Other _than monitoring the system, the
government does not participate in its management or implementation. Conversely,

- the provincial government is directly involved in the recovery of used tires and used
lead acid batteries. While the government administers this product stewardship
system, a combination of user charges and green taxes ensure that this program is
not funded through general taxpayer revenues. The existing beverage container
deposit system is also an example of product stewardship, which is funded almos~

entirely by the-beer and soft drink industries.

In Ontario, an industry consortium called Ontario Multi-Material Recycling Inc.
(OMMRI) is working with the provincial and municipal governments to create a
partial ste~ardship system for curbside recycling. The Grocery -Products
Manufacturers of Canada (GPMC) has proposed a national Industry Funding _
organization (IFO) that would pay municipal recycling programs any costs that
exceeded the sum of revenues and avoided disposal costs. This program would
include explicit market development incentives, including rebates to industry
members who use secondary packaging.

The most extensive product stewardship program is Germany's "green dot" system.
Under government mandate, anon-profit, industry-funded corporation, the Duales
System Deutschland (DSD) has been put in place to recover-packaging materials
through its own curbside collection and depot programs. The program is funded by
packaging levies on all items labelled with a "green dot." This program was
followed by France's Eco-Emballage program, which combines Germany's green
dot system with the- OMMRI program.

Product stewardship models have the potential drawback of creating secondary
material "cartels" that control secondary material flows .. This can put small and
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medium sized manufacturers at a disadvantage. Product stewardship models can
also have a negative impact on recycling firms that could lose control over their
supply of recyclable materials.

5. Government procurement

This market development option, which has been discussed in the chapter on
reduction and reuse options, is designed to encourage government agencies ·to
purchase products with recycled content. Typical procurement policies include the:

~ Stated government goals to purchase reused or recycled materials.

~ Stipulations that certain product categories must include minimum
recycled content (e.g., office paper).

~ Preferential price treatment for products with recycled content.

~ Recent research and development investments that would allow for
increased use of recycled materials:

~ Education programs to ensure that purchasing agents are aware of reused .
or recycled product options.

~ Set-aside policies that stipulate that all products or materials in certain
categories must include recycled content. .

Procurement programs can be made a regulatory requirement, or can be
implemented on a policy directive or voluntary basis. This program can also be
extended to t.he private sector whereby public agencies encourage private sector
firms to purchase products with recycled content.

The provincial government and some regional governments in British Columbia
have introduced voluntary government procurement policies. In other jurisdictions,
fourteen western U.S. states and two U.S. territories have joined forces to purchase
recycled content products through Washington State's Office of State Procurement
(OSP). All fifty states give at least some degree of preferential treatment for
recycling materials, and over thirty give price preferences. Washington State has
passed legislation requiring local governments to adopt procurement goals, establish
a recycled product database, and implement a procurement education program. The
State of California is required to spend 40% of its procurement budget on recycled
products by 1995 and 50% Of its paper purchases on recycled paper by 1996.

Within. the private sector, the Buy Recycled Business Alliance (BRBA) has
encouraged its initial 25 corporate members to purchase US$2.7 billion in recycled
materials in 1991. The Alliance now has 35 sponsors, which each contribute
US$5,OOO to $15,000, depending on annual revenues.
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6. Tax credits and exemptions

Under this market development option, government agencies could provide tax
credits or tax exemptions related to reuse and recycling. Examples include:

.~ Income tax credits on the purchase of reuse/recycling equipment' or
facilities (e.g., accelerated capital cost allowartces).

~ Sides tax exemptions on the purchase of reuse/recycling equipment or
facilities (British Columbia' already has a sales tax exemption on the
purchase of bicycles). . .

~ Property tax exemptions for building.s, equipment and/or land used for .
recycling or reuse activities. . .

~ Personal income tax credits for the purchase of high-value consumer
products that foster market demand (e.g., furnaces that will burn
recycled oil).

Tax credits/exemptions that foster market development are commonly applied in the
United States and, to a lesser extent, in Canada. The Department of Environmental
Quality in Oregon grants poliution control tax credits (PCTC) to recycling
companies within its jurisdiction. Investment tax credits of up to 50% (5% annually·
for 10 years) are offered and can be applied against personal income tax, corporate
excise tax, or property taxes. Wisconsin offers tax rebates of up to US$300,OOO for

.manufacturers using secondary material. Virginia companies' and individuals can
receive a tax credit of 10% of the cost of recyclables processing machinery or
equipment. This type of equipment tax has been applIed in other states such as·
Arizona, Lo~isiana, and Kansas.

7. Grants and loans

• Grants and loans can be offered to organizations involved in reuse or recY9labie
processing activities. This market development option would help to overcome
traditional barriers to get equity financing of recycling .initiatives. For example,
recycling equipment is usually reviewed by banks as being a specialized asset with
a ·low liquidation value. Specific types of grants and loans include the following:

~ Low interest loans and revolving loan funds for capital expenditures.

~ Grants for capital expendi'tures, research and development, and
feasibility studies.

~ Full or partial operating subsidies for specified operating costs, such as
transportation.

~ . Other debt instruments such qS pollution control revenue bonds,
industrial revenue bonds, lease/purch~se bonds, and tax-exempt bonds.
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These measures can be supported by regulatory changes to improve access to
financing through conventional loan or investment channels. Similarly, government

. can provide better information to lenders and investors to allow them to make more
informed financing decisions.

British Columbia currently has a financial assistance program for material recovery
facilities. To date, $188,000 has been spent in the non-GVRD regional districts.
Considerable scope exists under the current program for this funding to be
substantially increased.

In Ontario, an industrial waste reduction program provides financial and technicciI
assistance to companies involved in 3Rs projects. In the United States, at least 24
states have loan and grant programs. Utah subsidizes tire recyclers US$21 per
tonne for tires that are made into new rubber products or burned in an energy
recovery incinerator. Minnesota has awarded fourteen organizations with finanGing
for market development initiatives while New Jersey has granted more than US$lO
million to recycling organizations in the past eight years.

8. Market development zones·

This market development option is designed to foster a geographic area where
recycling companies can group together to share infrastructure and services, use
common sources of feedstocks, and establish a specialized base of industry for the
region. Some of the previous market development options such as tax
credits/exemptions andgrants/loans can be made available only to firms within the
market development zone to further encourage them to locate close to one another.

The best example of the market development zone is California's recycling market
development zone program. Under this program, local municipalities apply to the
California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) to create an RMDZ.
While 16 zones have been established in California, they have only been fully
operational for a year. Connecticut also has an enterprise zone program that
provides financing, tax exemptions and training.

9. Cooperative marketing

Cooperative marketing refers to the collaboration of a number of government
agencies and/or private sector firms to market secondary materials. In theory,
cooperative marketing should allow member fimls to obtain better prices (due to
larger volumes), transport marketed materials more efficiently (by combining multi
company loads together), or finding markets for a broader range of materials (due to
more efficient marketing efforts). Specific benefits of a cooperative marketing
agency include:

~ Coordination of contracts/agreements to jointly mar.ket materials~
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~ Joint purchasing of equipment and facilities (to obtain. volume
discounts) .

.~ Sharing of facilities, storage space imd equipment.

~ . Use of cooperative arrangements to ship materials to market.

~ Education and training to improve processing efficiency and end-product
quality. . .

~ .Joint purchasing of recycled products.

. The ownership structure for cooperative marketing organizations can range from
formal non-profit corporations (whereby the organization has the authority to
contract directly with buyers and sellers) to informal alliances (whereby members of
the cooperative share costs but still buy and sell their own materials). Yet another
ownership structure may involve a pHblic sector agency serving as a "centre of
recycling excellence" by offering support services to recyclers (maintaining a
market database, developing marketing strategies, providing marketing advice)
without becoming directly involved in the purchase/sale or materials. Such a
cooperative could also be operated entirely by private sector firms.

At least 15 Canadian and American cooperative marketing programs for recyclable
materials are in operation. Only two of them, the Bluewater Recycling Association
in Ontario and the New Hampshire Resource Recovery Association have more than
five years of experience. The Bluewater Recycling Assodation represents forty
municipalities and four counties in a rural area of southern Ontario. Members
include local governmentS, sixty schools, 500 businesses, two haulers and two
private recyclers. The New Hampshire Resource Recovery Association serves as a
marketing network for ten recycling programs. It provides assistance in marketing,
transportation and operations to over 174 recycling programs in the State and some
adjacent states. Other states that have established cooperatives include New York,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Arkansas, and Washington.

British Columbia has joined forces with Alberta and five states (Alaska,
Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho) to establish the Pacific North West
Economic Region (PNWER). While this economic region does not look
eXclusively at recycling activities, they are included within it.

A potential drawback of cooperative marketing organizations is that they can
displace existing businesses and infrastructure.. While this has generally been
overcome in other jurisdictions, members will likely have to trade off some
flexibility in marketing local materials to participate. It can also be difficult to
achieve uniform processing standards.
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10. Virgin material taxes

This m~ket development option involves imposing a tax on virgin material used in
the manufacture of products and packaging..Such taxes have the effect· of raising
the cost of virgin materials, thereby making recycled materials more cost
competitive. The tax would be applied to all virgin materials regardless of whether
they were purchased domestically or imported from another country. Alternatively,
the tax could be applied at the wholesale, distributor, or retail level, similar to a
sales tax. .

The tax revenues could be used to further develop markets for recyclable materials.
Instead of imposing a tax on virgin materials, a tax credit could be applied to
secondary materials. Yet another alternative would be to remove existing subsidies
for virgin material resource extraction. A combination of these various subsidies,
taxes and tax credits would provide the greatest impact. .

. .

No attempt has been made to apply virgin material taxes in British Columbia and
experience in other jurisdictions is limited. Florida imposes a nominal fee on
newsprint and uses the funds for waste management programs. However, the fee is
too low to affect purchasing decisions. A proposed United States federal bill was
introduced in 1990 to ·levy a charge of US$8.25 per tonne on designated virgin
materials, but it did not pass. In jurisdictions outside of North America, Korea has
applied a tax on virgin lead to increase the demand for secondary lead. This market
development option has imp.lications for international trade.

B. Summary evaluation of market development options

Exhibit VIII-2 provides a cursory evaiuation of the previously discussed ten market
development options against six criteria. These criteria include: . .

.~ Conformance with user-pay principles.

~ Effectiveness in stimulating market development.

~ Effectiveness in promoting waste reduction and reuse.

~ Ability to generate funds for recycling activities.

~ Overall administn~tive efficiency.

~. Conformance/compatibility with existing British Columbia legislation.

.As can be observed, no one market development option scores high on all criteria.
Therefore, the preferred market development options depend on the relative importance
that is assigned to each criterion. .
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Exhibit VIII-2
Evaluation of market development options against six key criteria

Ability to
Effectiveness in Effectiveness in Conformance/ "close the

Conformance stimulating promoting Ability to compatibility recycling loop"
with user-pay market waste reduction generate funds Administtative with existing within a .

principles development and reuse . for recycling .efficiency . legislation community

Minimum content H H L ? L H M-H
requirements

Minimum utilization M-H M-H M ? L-M H ·M-H
requirements

Tradeable recycling H H L-M ? L M-H ?
credits

Product stewardship H M-H M-H H L H H

Government M H M:H M M-H 'H M-H
procurement

:rax credits and L M ? L M-H ? L
exemptions

Grants and loans L-M M-H M-H L M-H H L

Market development ·L-M ? ? L M-H H H
zones·

Cooperative M M.,H M-H M-H M:-H H M
marketing

Virgin material taxes M-H M-H M-H .H H L ?

,-,. H =High; M =Medium; L =Low; ? =Unknown or Depends on the program design.
CD ..



IX

Current And Proposed Legislation

This chapter provides a summary of current and proposed legislation affecting the
regulation of 3Rs activities in the British Columbia regions outside the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) In particular, we review the laws and regulations
pertaining to three levels of government: municipal/regional, provincial and federal. The
information from the municipaVregional governments was obtained almost entirely from
the regional district surveys, while the provincial and federal government infonriation
was obtained from published materials and telephone interviews.

A Municipal/regionallaws and regulations

1. ' Description of policies and regulations

Exhibit IX-l provides a list of the major 3Rs regulations that have been
implemented in the regional districts outside the GVRD over the past .three years.
The most common laws or regulations relate to tipping fees, materials bans, volume
collection limits, and user-pay garbage collection systems.

2. Waste minimization achieved by 3Rs regulations

Very few data were provided on waste minimization achieved as a result of
regulations. The Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District reported diverting 2,000
tonnes of material in 1992 as a result of a tipping fee system that was implemented

,in July 1990. This is equivalent to ten per cent of that district's annual total waste
generation. The Capital Regional District's gypsum'drywall ban has reportedly
achieved a waste minimization of 4,900 tonnes of material. The Nanaimo R~gional

District implemented a variable tipping fee system in 1992 that has diverted about
3,300 tonnes of material from landfill. The Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional
District's tipping fee system has achieved a waste minimization of 1,000 tonnes of
material· since its implementation in 1991.

3. Drawbacks of 3Rs'policies and programs

The single most oft-cited drawback of existing 3Rs regulations was in relation to
landfill tipping fees. Five out of eight respondents who answered this question
indicated that tipping fees had indirectly resulted in increased incidences of illegal
dumping. This activity tends to occur in rural ditches and other infrequently used
areas such as logging roads and gravel pits. To a lesser extent, users have
complained about the cost impacts of user-pay systems. Other drawbacks cited
include overlaps with private sector operated recycling programs, and difficulty in
achieving cooperation among municipalities.
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4. Potential areas of improvement

Most of the respondents indicated that some of the drawbacks experienced to date
represent "bugs" that will be worked out as the programs mature and develop.
Others identified specific program parameters that could be modified in some way
to improve program effectiveness and .efficiency. For .example, the Albemi
Clayqquot respondent indicated that tipping fees should be "harmonized" so that
individual landfills that charge lower tipping fees do not "import" waste from
neighboring areas. As another example, the Nanaimo Regional District noted that
variable tipping fees could be promoted more effectively.

B. Provincial laws and regulations

1. The Waste Management Act

The management of solid wastes in British Columbia is regulated under the
provincial Waste Management Act, which was introduced in 1982. This was
followed by the Waste Management Amendment Act (Bill 29) in 1992, which
introduced a number of important changes to the original Act. The Amendment Act
gives the Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks a broad range of powers to
regulate all facets of the waste .stream. Waste management regulations will be
further amended when the British Columbia government. introduces the new
Environmental Protection Act. .

Under the current regulations, regional districts have been· given the primary
authority and responsibility for developing and implementing waste management
plans. Nonetheless, the Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks maintains the
authority .to apply a wide range 'of regulatory tools to IC&I waste generators.
However, these latter powers would only be used if voluntary stewardship'
initiatives fail to achieve desired waste minimization results. Key components of
the legislation relevant to non-GVRD regional districts in British Columbia include
the following:

~. A requirement that all regional districts submit waste management plans
by December 31, 1995. . .

~ Conditional authority for regional districts to regulate waste/recycling
sites if they are covered by an approved waste management plan.

~ .Authority for regional districts to establish and collect fees and specify
operating requirements for waste/recycling facilities operating under an
approved solid waste management plan.
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~ Authority, for municipalities and regional districts .to adopt bylaws
without having to obtain the approval (by referendum or petition) of the
public.

~ Authority for the Minister to introduce wide-ranging packaging
regulations including: minimum recycled content requirements,
deposit/refunds, fees, labelling requirements, bans, and restrictions on
packaging design.

~ Authority for the Minister to require, IC&I waste generators to
implement waste reduction programs.

~ Broad definitions of municipal solid waste, recyclable materials, and
waste management plans that capture the full range of the 3Rs and waste
management disposal activities.

2. The Litter Act

The Litter Act was introduced in 1970 and,' among other things" required that
mandatory refunds be paid for the return of used beer and soft drink containers.
While this legislation was effective in diverting a high percentage of these
containers from the waste stream, it has a number qf drawbacks including
inconsistent access to returns, unfair competitive advantage to producers of
unregulated beverages, providing no compensation to retailers. As a result, the
provincial government is currently r~viewing the deposit/refund system.

While one of the review options was to eliminate the deposit/refund system and
replace it with expanded, industry-funded recycling programs, it appears very likely
that the deposit/refund system will be maintained and expanded. What is much less
certain is how many beverage, types would be included, who would control the
refund revenues, and what would be the minimum recovery targets. A detailed

, implementation strategy in consultation with key stakeholders must still take place
before an amendment can be made to the Litter Act.

3. Regulations under the Waste Management Act

Four regulations under the Waste Management Act have relevance to the regional
districts outside the GVRD. These are briefly discussed as follo'ws:

~ The Solid Waste Management Planning Regulation-This planning
regulation gives regional districts the authority to address the entire
waste stream (reduction, reuse, recycle, resource recovery, and disposal)
and to regulate all solid waste or recycling facilities located in the
jurisdiction. This includes powers to regulate commercial hauling of
waste and recyclable materials.
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~ The Storage of Recyclable Material Regulation-This regulation
restricts the storage and unauthorized disposal of waste gypsum board
(drywall). Gypsum board is banned at all lower mainland and south
Vancouver Island disposal facilities. This regulation can be expanded to
include other material categories such as plastic, tires, batteries, DLC
wastes and so on. .

~ The Return of Used Lubricating Oil Regulation-This regulation
mandates that the lubricating oil industry as well as its distributors and
retailers must take back used oil from consumers.

~ A Composting Regulation-This regulation, which was recently
passed, is' aimed at encouraging the. use of clean organic feed stocks in
composting processes and the safe operation of central composting
facilities.

c. Federal laws and regulations

The only federal laws that apply to waste management in British Columbia are those
governing disposal facilities on aboriginal reserves (which are beyond the scope of this
report). However, the federal government, through the National Packaging Protocol, is
developing legislation that would regulate packaging wastes.
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x

Environmental And Social Impacts

In this section, we provide a cursory overview of some of the environmental and social
impacts of 3Rs programs. These are described separat~ly for source redQction and reuse
programs, recycling collection programs, compostingoperations, and recyclables
processing operations.

A. Source reduction and reuse progr~ms

Because source reduction and reuse measures are designed to avoid the cr~ation of
wastes, they generally have the smallest environmental impacts in comparison with
recyCling collection and processing programs. Some of the primary impacts are listed in
Exhibit X-1.

Exhibit X-1
Environmental and social impacts of reduction and reuse e!2S...r8_m_s _

Description of Impacts

Can result in illegal dumping, which
creates waste management and leachate
·pro~lems. User-pay and disposal bans
on organics could lead to increased use
of garburators, which may strain sewage.
treatment systems.

• Can produce odours and attract rodents if
not properly set up and well maintained.

}.• User-pay waste collection

• .Disposal bans and product bans

• Laridfill tipping fees

Program!Activity

• Backyard composters

• Deposit/refund system • Can result in increased traffic and
associated congestion and air pollution
as people take back their recyclables and
reusables for deposit.

On balance, these environmental and social impacts are more than offset by the
environmental and social benefits of reducing waste at its source.

I·
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B. Residential and IC&I recyclables collection

While the environmental and social impacts of recycling compare favorably with
landfilling or' incineration, they are generally less desirable than reduction and reuse
programs.. Some of the key environmental and social impacts of recycling are listed in
Exhibit X-2.

Exhibit X-2
Environmental and social impacts of recyclin" collection e!2,g_ra_m_s _

PrOgram!Activity Description of Impacts

• Depot dropoffs • Can result in increased traffic and associated congestion and
air pollution as people transport their recyclables to the depot.

• .Unstaffed depots can result in contribUtions of unrecyclable
and sometimes hazardous materials.

• Curbside • Manual sorting of blue boxes at the curb can pose
residential occupational health and safety concerns for workers.

.collection
Collection vehicles create traffic congestion and air pollution•
problems (although on a per tonne basis these impacts are
less than for depot programs).

• . If the community is operating a wet/dry collection system
with bi-weekly collection, the organics fraction can begin to
create odour and rodent problems.'

• IC&I Collection • If recyclables are not adequately separated out (e.g., in a
mixed recyclables collection program), the resulting
contamination can result in most of the load being landfilled~

C. Composting programs

Centralized composting programs have the potential t.o create a number of social and
environmental concerns, especially if performed on a large scale. Both the inputs and the
composting material need to be monitored r~gularlyto minimize contamination. The
quality of the final product also needs to be assessed, especially' if it is going to be
returned to the soil. .

While composting operations can create problems with odour, water pollution, land
contamination and human health, these impacts can be minimized with proper planning
and management of composting facilities. The primary social and environmental impacts
of composting and associated corrective measures are provided in Exhibit X-3.
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Exhibit X-3
Environmental and social impacts of compostingand related corrective
measures

Description of Impacts

• Decomposition can lead to odours due
to improper aeration.

• Compost can create a breeding ground
.for certain pathogens.

•. Leachate from compost cari percolate
into groundwater or runoff into nearby
surface waters.

• Composting operations can pose
occupational health and safety issues.

Corrective Measures

• Compost should be turned frequently (if
problem persists, odour control devices
can be used).

• Compost should be regularly tested.

• This can be .controlled by frequent turning
. and quality control of compost inputs and

directing runoff into a sanitary system.

• This can be mitigated by proper training
and use of proper apparel and equipment.

D. Recyclables processing operations

The environmental and s~cial impacts of recyclables p~ocessing operations are listed in
Exhibit X-4.

Exhibit X-4 ..
.Environmental and social impacts of recyclables processing o,Perations

Program/Activity Description of Impacts

• Multi-material •
processmg

•

• Newsprint de-inking •

• Glass and metal •
processing

• Processing of •
batteries and used oil

• Paper processing •

• Plastics processing •

Work activity around conveyor belts, automatic sorting
equipment, and moving vehicles such as bobcats can pose
safety risks.

Contact with recyclables can pose health risks (e.g., needles,
syringes). .

De-inking process generates petrochemical sludge that is
highly toxic. .

Remanufacturing involves high temperatures and associated
energy impacts. However, energy impacts are less than those
required for virgin glass and metal manufacturing.

These items are in themselves toxic and create hazardous
material handling problems.

Paper processing involves heavy water use, which must be
properly disposed..

Plastics are chemical compounds and subject to health and
safety concerns typically associated with chemicals.
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XI

Impact On Waste Stream From Impending
Programs

In this chapter, we describe the potential waste minimization impact of impending
government and private sector programs on the quantities of wastes generated, reduced,
reused, and recycled in British Columbia regions outside the Greater Vancouver Regional

. District. We caution that very little information is available on which to base our waste
minimization estimates. As such, the numbers presented should be viewed as very rough
estimates that provide a general sense of the quantities and types of wastes and recyclable
materials that need to be handled. They should not be viewed as absolute, defensible
numbers.

A. Waste generation

Before analyzing the impacts of particular 3Rs programs, it is important to discuss
changes in the rates of waste generation. Waste management specialists generally predict
that per capita waste generation will increase by 0.5% to I% per annum during the
remainder of this decade. For example, a 1992 report by Franklin Associates estimated
that per capita waste generation would rise from 1.9 kilograms per day in 1990 to 2
kilograms per day in the year 2qOO, representing a 5% i.ncrease over 1990 levels. It·is
generally believed that increases in per capita waste generation will be higher in urban
areas than in rural areas.

Rising per capita generation rates are attributed to a number of societal trends. Increasing
urbanization correlates with. increases in the purchase of disposables. Increasing
affluence generally leads to increased consumerism, which leads to increased waste.
Further, smaller, single-family households tend to have higher per capita waste
generation. While it is possible that waste generation growth rates could fall back to 0%
(or less), it is unlikely that they will do so without a significant change in one or more of
these societal trends.

Changes in waste composition through to the year 2000 are difficult to predict. However,
attempts have been made by researchers in other jurisdictions to estimate these changes.
Franklin Associates projected the changes in waste composition between 1986 and the
year 2000. Their results, by major material category, are presented in Exhibit XI-I.
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Exhibit XI-1
~ecteci changes in the comeosltlon of waste in the U.S. from 1986-2000

1986 2000
Category (% by weight) (% by weight) Percent Change

Paper and paper board 35.6 39.1 +10%
Glass 8.4 7.1 -12%
Metals 8.9 8.5 -4%
Plastics 7.3 9.2 +26%
Organics 33.1 29.9 -10%
Other 6.7 6.2 -7%

Source: Franklin Associates., Character,ization ofMunicipal Solid Waste, 1986-2000"

This table shows that paper and plastic are expected to increase while glass and organics
are expected to decrease during this decade. These changes in waste stream composition
are attributed to the following trends:

~ Increased reliance on direct mail advertising, which raises the volume of paper
used (increased home computer use and high-speed printers also add to this

. trend).

~ Increased use. of plastic containers and disposable plastic packaging, primarily
for reasons of consumer convenience. .

~ Decreased reliance on steel and glass in' favour of lighter weight aluminum
and plastic. .

~ Increased use of multi-material packaging, also for convenience reasons (some
multi-material food packages increase the shelf life of perishables, thereby
decreasing organic waste).

~ Increased urbanization, which tends to be positively correlated with increased
use of disposables (which are high in paper and plastic).

B. Diversion from reduction and reuse

t. Communication, education and training

At least eight of the regional districts have" plans to expand their communication and
promotional programs. However, the minimization impacts they will achieve is
highly dependent on the degree to which they are funded and the effectiveness of
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their implementation. Program effectiveness will largely be detennined by the
quality of their baseline infonnation (i.e., describing quantities and types of wastes
·reduced from specific 3Rs programs), funding levels and the degree to which they
have targeted specific groups{e.g.;particular neighborhoods)..

2. User-pay waste collection

The diversion impact from this program is directly related to a number and size of
municipalities or districts that implement it. Four non:"GYRD regional districts
have already implemented user-pay programs and another four regional districts are
planning to do so.

3. Deposit/refund programs.

The deposit/refund system will likely be expanded to cover a broader range of
materials in the near future in British Columbia. This will decrease the amount of
container glass going to landfill (particularly wine and spirit bottles). It will also
decrease the amount of container plastic going to landfill (juice and possibly milk
containers). However, we assume that it will only have a small reduction and reuse
impact (it will have a larger recycling impact). .

4. Subsidies and product charges

None of the regional districts outside the GYRD, nor the provincial government,
have specific plans to implement subsidies or product charges.

5. Disposal charges and surcharges

About ten of the non-GYRD regional districts impose landfilling tipping fees. At
least four other districts are planning to implement such fees. The amount of waste
minimization is highly dependent on the size of the tipping fees and surcharges.

6. Disposal bans

Disposal bans will likely be introduced for a number of materials including old
corrugated cardboard (GCC) old newsprint (GNP) and yard waste in at least three
new regional districts.. The waste minimization impacts will vary in direct
relationship to the number and type of materials banned.

7. Procurement policies

Procurement policies that foster reduction, reuse' and recycling will likely be
instituted by the majority of regional, municipal governments, as well as' the
province. Those programs that mandate recycled content in certain products would
likely have an impact on the waste minimization of GCC, boxboard, fine paper, old
magazines, HDPE plastic, LDPE .plastic and possibly rubber. Recyclable paper
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materials will receive the greatest waste minimization impact because of the
significant amount of paper product manufacturing undertaken in the province.

8.. Waste audit/reduction plan requirements

Given that the GVRD solid waste management plan will likely recommend
mandatory waste· audit/reduction plans and given that this will likely be
administered by the provincial government; we estimate that this program would·
affect all regional districts. -This program would apply to all firms with 50 or more'
employees in. designated industry sectors.

9. National Packaging Protocol

About 30% of the waste stream is packaging material and that percentage is
projected to remain constant through to the year 2000. NAPP has a goal of
achieving a 50% reduction in packaging waste by the year 2000 from 1988 levels.
We have assumed that 80% of this goal will be achieved and that three-quarters of
that achievement will come from recycling as opposed to reduction and reuse, and
therefore estimate a 2% waste minimization from residential sources and 4% from
IC&I sources.

10. Backyard composting

Seventeen of the non-GVRD regional districts already have backyard composting.
programs. Another eight districts will be formally promoting backyard composting
in the near future. We estimate that' two or three of the districts will also provide
subsidized backyard compost bins. One or two districts may provide free backyard
composters.We have estimated a 1% waste minimization impact from the
"information only" backyard composting campaign, and 7% from subsidized'
backyard composting. This compares with 3.5% estimated for the GVRD (rural
areas of British Columbia are likely to do more composting already than the GVRD,
thereby resulting in a smaller incremental waste minimization impact). Experience
in other jurisdictions suggests that each urban household that installs a backyard
composter will divert 200-250 Kg/year. while rural households will divert 150-200
kg/year. .

11. Manufacturer responsibility

No manufacturer responsibility program is currently planned by any of the non
GVRD regional districts. However, it is likely that the GVRD plan will call for a·
strong manufacturer's responsibility program which would need to be implemented
province-wide to be successful. The waste minimization impact from a
manufacturer responsibility program is highly dependent on the program design and- 
the IC&I sectors targeted. Because this program wO\lld be instituted by the
provincial government, it will affect all districts in the non-GVRD region. It will
likely be combined with the w~ste audit/education plan requirements, which would
affect companies with 50 or more employees.
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C. .Waste diversion from residential recycling

While it is difficult to assess the commitment of regional districts toward reduction and
reuse, their interest in recycling is very encouraging.

Estimated diversion rates for various residential recycling programs are presented in
Exhibit XI-2.

Exhibit XI-2
Residential recycling collection e!!!Sram diversion estimates

Program Esthnated Diversion Experience in Selected Jurisdictions

Curbside collection 150 kilograms/hh/yr GVRD municipalities: 133 kg/hh/yr

Multi-family 100 kilograms/hh/yr GVRD municipalities: 97 kg/hh/yr
collection

Rural dropoff depots 60 kilograms/hh/yr GVRD municipalities: 78 kg/hh/yr
Centre/South Hastings, Ortt: 65 kg/hh/yr
Annapolis, Nova Scotia: 53 kg/hh/yr

Three-stream wet/dry 60% diversion Region of Halton, Ont: 58%
collection City of Guelph: 61%

Four-stream wet/dry 60% diversion Lemsterland; Netherlands: 63%
collection

According to the 1991 census, there are about 625,300 households in the non-GVRD
regions, of which about 95,100 are multi-family dwellings and 530,200 are single-family

.. dwellings. Further, we estimate that 60% of single-family dwellings are in rural areas
. while the remainder are in urban areas. At least eight regional districts have plans to start
or significantly expand residential recycling programs.

·0. Waste diversion from IC&I recycling

1. Mandatory waste audits/reduction plans

Assuming that the mandatory waste audit/reduction plan/requirements was
implemented for 50% of companies with 50 or more employees, it would affect
1,250 businesses in the non-GVRD regional districts. Assuming that businesses
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with 50 or more employees generate about 30% of the total IC&I waste or 208,000
tonnes, arid that each company achieves a 30% recycling rate on average, this would
resl:J1t in a total waste diversion of.62,000 tonnes, or 10% of the IC&I waste stream.

2. Mandatory separation requirement forrecyclables

It is very difficult to measure the diversion impact of a mandatory separation
requirement for designated dry materials because this depends on the availability of
facilities to process this material. However, a rough estimate would be that such a
requirement would boost IC&I recycling by about 10%.

3. Mandatory separation requirement for yard waste

The mandatory separation of "green wastes" requirement is also very difficult to
calculate because it is very difficult to estimate the number of regional composting
facilities that will be developed. Again, however; we could make some rudimentary
calculations assuming the following: .

~ IC&I yard waste composting would be established in five distriCts.

~ Yard wastes account for 5% of the IC&I waste stream:

This would yield a total diversion·of about 9,000 tonnes in the region.

E. Summary of waste minimizatiOn impacts

A summary of waste minimization impacts from implementing impending 3Rs programs
in the non-GVRD regions is provided in Exhibit XI-3. We caution that this table is based
on very rough estimates and should only be considered a guideline of the expansion
likely to occur in the various districts and in the region as a whole;

. .
The impact of impending programs is anticipated to increase non-GVRD waste
minimization from 12% to 20%. This increase will come primarily from reduction and
reuse programs as well as IC&I recycling. Reduction and reuse will rise to 3% from less
than 2% at present. Residential recycling win rise to 10% from 7% as a proportion of
total waste generated while IC&I recycling will rise to 7% from 3%.

The non-GVRD regional districts collectively have a long way to go to achieve the 50%
waste minimization· goal. However, it is important to note that the regional districts are.
not required to submit their final solid waste plans to the provincial government until'
1995. We expect that, because of thj·s reporting requirement and the enforcement power
of the provincial government to withhold waste permits for non-complying districts, a
substantial number of new 3Rs programs will be launched in the next few years. It will
be worthwhile preparing an update to this report in early 1996, ifnot ·sooner.
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Exhibit XI-3
Breakdown of waste minimization impacts from impending 3Rs programs in the British Columbia regional districts outside GVRD

Waste Reduction Residential Recycling . IC&I Recycling Total 3Rs Impact
Impending Impending Waste
Residential IC&I Impending Impending Minimization Minimization

. Regional District Programs Programs Current Programs1 Increase Current Programs Increase Impact . Rate
(tonnes) (tonnes) , (tonnes) , (tonnes) (% change) (tonnes) (tonnes) (% change) (tonnes) (%)

Alberni-Oayoquot 282 340 1,574 500 32% 1,050 49 5% 3,795 18%
Bulkley-Nechako 349 517 2,402 601 1,070 178% 4,939, 17%
Capital 2,748 2,913 , . 26,048, 6,000 23% 2,894 20,649 713% 61,251 32%
Cariboo 370 213 1,263 316 371 118% 2,532 10%
Central Coast 22 27 ·86 135 7%
Central Kootenay 316 791 1,161 497 2,058 414% 4,823 11%
Central Okanagan 1,07i 3,263 11,361 11,000 97% 2,840 7,710 271% 37,245 26%
Columbia-Shuswap 386 1,310 713 22 4,214 19,112% 6,645 12%
Comox-Strathcona 770 1,122 7,306 812 3,361 414% 13,372 21%
Cowichan Valley 564 498 2,106 903 709 79% 4,781 13%
Oewdney-Allouette 284 114 295 2,500 848% 52 316 607% 3,561 27%
East Kootenay 158. 120 1,457 389 2,125 18%
Fort Nelson-Liard 47 115 312 371 844 16%
Fraser-Cheam 644 444 3,363 841 810 96% 6,102 17%
Fraser-Fort George 548 3,125 5,550 5,500 99% 5,550 . 4,555 82% 24,827 19%
Kitimat-Stikine 382 64 536 28 177 629% 1,187 8%
Kootenay-Boundary 284 939 197 1,000 507% 22 3,016 13,770% 5,459 13%
Mt. Waddington 69 62 266 500 188% 266 (65) -25% 1,098 20%
Nanaimo 957 1,078 5,812 5,812 (584) -10% 13,074 19%
North Okanagan 388 1,254 4,717 1,179 2,875 244% 10,413 17%
Okanagan-Similkameen 416 1,289 ·2,221 ' 555 3,612 651% 8,093 13%
Peace River 319 956 3,094 63 ' 4,573 7,243% 9,006 19%
Powell River i16 324 443 443 604 136% 1,928 ·12%
Skeena-Queen Charlotte 108 26 98 1,000 1020% 98 (14) -14% 1,316 29%
Squarnish-Lillooet 229 482 1,966 491 1,068 217% 4,236 18%
Stikine 13 43 3 3 137 5,483% 198 9%
Sunshine Coast 131 416 560 140 1,205 861% 2,452' 12%
Thompson-Nicola 961 599 4,208 2,805 (868) -31% . 7,705 15%

10 Total Non-GYRO Areas2 12,932 22,444 89,032 28,000 31% 28,283 62,457 221% 243,142 20%w

1 These estimates are based on figures provided by selected districts for particular programs (see Exhibit 1Il-l3) and adjusted to avoid double cqunting.

2 Note: Central Fraser Valley is included in the GVRD plan area.



F. Implementationtimefram$

In addition to the total waste minimization impact of various 3Rs programs, it is useful to
look at the timeframe over which they will be implemented. Implementation timeframe
estimates are provided for each initiative iIi Exhibit XI-4. These timeframes are based on
the amount of time it·would take to achieve a reasonable level of implementation
assuming that no action has been taken~ (Unless we are aware that progress has already·
been made, such as· in the case of an expanded deposit/refund system.)

While it will be tempting for regional districts to focus primarily. on those program
options that can be implemented in the short term, it is also important to work on those
with a longer term implementation horizon. To. purpose of Exhibit XI~4 is to help
regional districts make rea,sonable estimates of the level of waste minimization they- can
achieve over a given time period. .
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Exhibit XI-4 .
.!!!]?Iementation timeframe for the 3Rs ~ram opt_io_n_s_---- _

Program Option
Implementation

Timeframe Program Option
Implementation

Timeframe

Education, communication & training

• Communication & promotion
• Changing values & beliefs

. • Employee training

. • Labelling
• Reduction/reuse information
• Life cycle analysis

Funding & economic incentives

ST
LT
MT
LT
ST
LT

Policies & legislation

. • Disposal bans
• Product bans
• Product st~dards
• Procurement policies
• Waste audit/reduction plans

. • National Packaging Protocol
• Manufacturer's responsibility

Infrastructure development·

MT
MT
LT
ST
MT
ST
MT

• User-pay waste collection
• Deposit/refund systems
• Grants, subsidies & loan guarantees
• Subsidy removal on virgin materials
• Green taxes and charges
• Landfill tipping fees

Residential recycling

MT
ST
MT
LT
MT
ST

• Backyard composting
•. Reuse/repair centres
• Waste reduction authority

IC&I recycling

ST
MT
MT

• Dropoffdepot
• Dry recyclables
• Wet/dry collection
• Residential recycling

ST' • Manufacturer's responsibility MT
MT • Mandatory waste audit/reduction plans MT
MT· Mandatory separation of dry materials MT
ST • Mandatory separation of organic waste MT

Market Development Options

• Minimum content requirements
• Minimum utilization requirements
• Tradeable credits
• Product stewardship
• Government procurement

MT
ST
MT
MT
ST

• Tax credits and exemptions
• Grants and loans
• Market development zones
• Cooperative marketing
• Virgin material taxes

MT
MT
LT
ST
LT

ST = Short term (less than I year); MT =Medium term (2-4 years); LT =Long term (more than 4 yl!ars).
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.XII

Program Costs

.. .'

In this chapter, we provide estimated costs to conduct a variety of 3Rs programs. Where
available, these costs are based on experience elsewhere. . .

A. Cost estimates for reduction and reuse programs

Exhibit XII-1 provides an estimate of the costs/tonne for selected reduction and reuse
programs.

Exhibit XIl-1
Cost estimates of selected reduction and reuse ~_ra_m_s _

l
. I

Program Estimated Cost Notes/experience elsewhere

Backyard composting. $46/tonne 1

$29/tonne 2
Seattle, WA:
Newcastle, ON:

$90/tonne
$l9/tonne

NAPP'

User-pay

Deposit/refund system

$140/tonne

$14/tonne

$180/tonne

Based on annual program costs.

Costs offset by fee charged. Collection
costs to residents' are about $5-1O/month.

Based on provincial government figures.

1 Free backyard composters provided.

2 Subsidized backyard composters provid~d.

No readily available cost data exists' for. the other reduction and reuse programs.
Estimated costs are currently being developed for the GVRD waste management options
study and these will be incorporated into the final version of this report.
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B. Cost estimates for residential recycling c;ollection ,

An estimate of the costs of various residential recycling collection programs is provided
in Exhibit XII-2.' . ,

Exhibit XII-2
Residential recycling COllection e!!!S";";ra;,,,,m......,;c..;,o..;,s...t ...es-.t.im..-;,;;at,;;.;e;.;s_' -~

, Estimated
Program Cost Experience in selected jurisdictions

Curbside collection
(dry separated recyclables)

IC&I Collection
(dry, mixed recyclables)

Multi-family collection
(dry recyclables)

$30/hh/yr . GVRD:
($130/tonne) Centre & South Hastings, Ont.:
$76/tonne Estimate for GVRD:

$15/unit/yr GVRD:
($11 O/tonne) City of Vancouver:

$24/hh/yr
$27/hh/yr
$76/tonne

$14/unit/yr
$12/unit/yr

$50/tonne Survey of GVRD municipalities: $50/tonne

$100/tonne KEREDA, Kelowna, BC: $102/tonne
Grey County, Ont.: $95/tonne
Annapolis, Nova Scotia: $102/tonne
Centre & South Hastings, ant.: $1191tonne'

$70/tonne Survey of GVRD municipalities: . $70/tonne

$77/tonne Estimate for Peace River R.D.:
$130/tonne 1 . Ontario municipalities: .

Rural dropoff depots
(dry recyclables)

Single family yard waste
pickup

Multi-family yard waste
pickup

Mobile dropoffdepot
Three-stream wet/dry

collection
Four-stream wet/dry collection
Curbside co-collection

$160/tonne 1

$15/hh/yr

Lemsterland, Netherlands:
Chicago:
Loveland, Colorado:

$77/tonne
$ 130/tonne

$163/tonne
$18/hh/yr
$20/hh/yr,

Reduction in frequency of
.service 2

30% saving Ontario municipalities: 28%-44%

1 Weekly collection ofwet and bi-weekly collection ofdry and refuse streams (does not include collection
containers, which would be an additional $2/lOnnefor a blue box-type container).

2 Change from weekly to bi-weekly curbside pickup.

c. IC&I recycling costs

The costs for the three IC&I programs described in Chapter VI (mandatory waste
audit/reduction plans, .mandatory separation of dry wastes, and mandatory separation of '
yCi!d wastes)are highly dependent on the way the programs are conducted.
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IC&I firms would incur costs to complete their waste audit and reduction plans, as well
as develop recyclables collection/storage infrastructure. However, these costs would be
partially offset by reduced waste collection and disposal charges. Regional districts ..
would incur costs for administration, monitoring and enforc.ement, but these too could be
offset through fees and service charges.

Mandatory separation of dry waste· and/or yard·· wastes would involve' minor
administration costs to the regional district but these, again, would be offset by reduced
disposal facility management costs (doe to increased recycling): Costs to the IC&I
generators for increased recyclables handling would also be offset by reduced disposal
costs. We estimate that these two programs would therefore have a net zero cost.

D. Processing costs

While operating costs of MRFs can vary widely, average operating costs are generally
between $50 and $80 per tonne (not including revenues from the sale of processed
materials). A 1992 US survey of about 190 MRFsfound that their average cost" was
about CDN $65 per tonne. Based on the experience of several MRFs in the United States
capital costs could be expected to fall within a range of 30,000 to 40,000 per tonne per

.day capacity. . .

By comparison, facilities designed to process dry, mixed wastes have costs averaging
$60/tonne. Compost~ng facilities cost $45 to $75 per tonne. Costs are similar for
neighborhood facilities and regional facilities on a per tonne basis, but capital coSts are
much higher for regional facilities~

E. Cost-effectiveness.of programs

In Exhibit XII-3, we have attempted to rate the relative cost-effectiveness of various 3Rs
programs.· Because we do not have sufficient information to provide numerical data, we
have rated each program qualitatively in teIins of cost, waste minimization impact and
overall cost-effectiveness.

This table shows that the most cost-effective programs are likely to include the following:

~ User-pay waste collection.

I

~. Procurement policies.
I

~ Waste audit/reduction plans..

~ Manufacturer's responsibility..

~ National Packaging Protocol.

..
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~ Backyard composting..

~ Curbside collection.

~ Mandatory separation requirement.

While communication, education and training was rated medium cost-effective in the
short term, it would 'likely be highly cost-effective in the long term.

Exhibit XII-3 .
Estimated cost 1 effectiveness of 3Rs e!:2S..ra;.,m....,;,;;,$ _

Waste Cost-
3Rs Program Cost Minimization effectiveness

Communication, education and training H H M

User-pay waste collection M H H

Grants, subsidies and loan guarantees M L L

Green taxes and user charges . M H M

Disposal/product bans· L M M,

Procurement policies L M H

Waste audit/reduction· plans L M H

Manufacturer's responsibility M, H H

National Packaging Protocol M H M

Backyard composting L H H

Reuse/repair centres L L L

Waste reduction authority M· L L

Dropoff depots M M M

Curbside collection M H H

Multi-family collection H M M

Two- & three-stream wet/dry collection M H M

Four-stream wet/dry collection H H M

Mandatory separation requirement L H ·H

1 H = High; M = Medium; L =Low,
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XIII

Conclusions

A. A distant goal

One only has to take a cursory look at the figures to see that British Columbians in the
regional districts outside the GVRD have a long way to go to achieve the provincial
government's 50% waste reduction goal by the year 2000. While many of the districts
have launched 3Rs programs in the last two.or three years, only a handful have made the
degree of progress necessary to achieve success.

When we look at the 12% waste minimization rate for the region, we might feel that,
three years into the 50% waste reduction program, we are only slightly behind target.
However: considering that the initial waste minimization is generally the easiest to
obtain, we are co~iderably further behind. .

Nonetheless, sufficient time still exists for the districts to get back on track. This will
take dedicated attention and effort, as well as continued support from the provincial
government. Nonetheless, it is a worthwhile task, given the benefits it will provide to the
quality of our environment.

B. Improving the quality of our information

One ofthe most important tools to improving the cost~effectiveness of 3Rs programs, is
the .availability of detailed, accurate waste management and 3Rs information. Only once
we determine where we are now can we determine where we ne~dto go in the future.
While this report provides some baseline statistics, many data gaps still exist. It is
therefore important for the districts 'to maintain detailed records of the costs and waste
minimization impacts of their 3Rs programs.' While" this· wiil involve some additional
short-term effort, in the longer term, it should allow the districts to achieve greater levels
of waste minimization for lower costs. Further, waste management and.3Rs information
should be standardized as much as possible among the districts so that they can compare
the relative success of their progr.ams. The Provincial Waste Tracking system is a

. positive step in this direction. .
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c...Establishing partnerships

Achieving the 50% reduction goal will require a coordinated effort by government
agencies,· private sector firms, and non-profit organizations. This coordination will
ensure that each· group understands its respective roles so that programs are not
duplicated or forgotten. Coordination can also improve the effectiveness of individual
programs· through information sharing, joint promotional efforts, and standardized
policies and legislation. In particular, the provincial government can play an important
role in coordinating the efforts of the regional districts and by establishing 3Rs programs
that would most effectively be implemented at the provincial level (e.g., manufacturer's
responsibility programs).

D. Changing values and beliefs

Possibly the· most important determinant of success in achieving the provincial 50%
waste reduction goal is the values and beliefs that people hold with respect to waste. If
people become more aware of the economic, environmental and social consequences of
the wastes they generate; if they can be persuaded to make lifestyle changes that will
avoid creating wastes; if their personal value systems reinforce the notion that generating
wastes is fundamentally wrong; this will do more to achieve success than any other single
initiative.

While people place a high value on a clean environment, they also place a high value on
convenience, which can often result in increased waste. Products and packaging that are
targeted for waste reduction serve many functions, such as sanitation,· theft prevention,
public safety ahd customer appeal. Further, our consumer orientation makes it difficult
for people to see that the least wasteful consumer choice is often not to buy at all. Until
we can convince people that a "standard of having" does not equal.a standard of living
and that resource efficiency is far more sensible than waste management,. we will
continue to manage the symptoms instead of addressing the causes..
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Maps Of British Columbia Regional Districts
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BC Solid Waste Provincial Review Committee
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AppendixC

Sample Survey Of Non-GVRD 3Rs Programs
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SURVEY OF REDUCTION, REUSE AND RECYCLING PROGftAMS
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Contact Person:

Affix Label Here

(Please make corrections, if necessary)

Title/Position:

Telephone:

Fax:

Please complete this questionnaire and return it by May-21, 1993 in the envelope provided. Alternatively, you
can fax it to (604) 691-3456, allention Jeremy Towns. You may contact Jeremy Towns at 691-3415 or Frank
Paul at 691-3408 if you have questions about the survey. .

Instructions

Please read the following instructions before completing this questionnaire:

~ Please consider a1l3R's (recycling, reuse, and reduction) activities undertaken in your Regional District

Ii-- We are only interested in tracking the flow of waste and recyclable materials generated within your
Regional Distr.ict. Recyclable materials from outside your Regional District, but processed within your
Regional District, will be captured in our survey of those jurisdictions. -

~ Please only report reduction, reuse and recycling activities for non-hazardous solid wastes.

~ Please do not include demolition, land clearing, and construction (DLC) waste recycling in your
responses.

~ Please note that IC&I refers to Industrial, Commercial and Institutional materials.

~ We have divided recycling programs into rural- and urban. A program is considered rural if it is operated
in a rural area where there is unlikely to be curbside pickup of recyclabies..

~ We prefer to receive your quantity data in metric tonnes. However, if you wish to provide your
information in different units (e.g., cubic yards), please clearly .show the units.

~ Please indicate _in the margin of each table, whether the figures you provided are actual figures or an
estimate.

If you find that there is not enough space on the form to write your responses, please attach additional pages.
Your responses will be kept in strict confidence and will only be reported in aggregate form so that individual
responses cannot be identified.
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A. Background data

AI. Please complete the following table .of demographic and background data for the years 1990, 1991 and
1992.

1990 1991 1992

a) Population of your Regional District

b) Amount of waste disposed (i.e.• incinerated or landfilled)
in your Regional District . tonnes ---tonnes tonnes

c) Amount of recyclable materials diverted from the waste
stream for recycling tonnes tonnes tonnes

% of total recyclables recovered from residential sources --_% ---% --_%

% of total recyclables recovered from ICI (industrial.
--_% --_% --_%commercial and institutional) sources

TOTAL RECYCliNG 100% 100% 1000/0

d) Your Regional District's total annual budget for solid
waste management (i.e., reduction, reuse, recycling,
collection, disposal, administrative overhead). $ $ $

e) The % of the above budget that was for the 3R programs
only (including education, communications, and
administration). % % %

B. Reduction and Re-use Programs
B1. Please list the reduction and reuse programs operating in your Regional District and when they started.

Please include all programs provided by your Regional District. member municipalities, non-profit
organizations and private firms,

Programs

Reduction
(e.g., education programs,
communication programs,

. backyard composting)

Reuse
(e.g., takeback/buy back,
waste exchange, scavenging
centre, Goodwill) ,

Description

Organization
Conducting 'rarget

Program Audience
{e.g., mu~cipality, (e.g.• employer,

non-profit org.) household)

Date Started
Month!Year
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B2. Please complete the following table for each of the reduction and reuse programs that you indicated
above

# of Full-time Estimated cost . Estimated
staffemployed of each Estimated waste maximum waste
by program in program in diverted from diversion capacil)

Prol!:rams 1992 1992 disoosal in 1992 of Drol!rams
Reduction (list programs from above)

Reuse (list programs from above)

TOTAL $ tonnes tonnes
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c. Recycling Programs

Ct. Please provide the following information about the residential recycling, ICI and composting programs
that operate within your regional district.

Is program
available in Number of Number of

your regional households households Curbside Dropoff
district Program Operator available served pick-up depot

Recvclinl! ProI!T8m ( ..... ) (Drovide name) (#) (#) (..... ) (..... )

Residential, urban, single
family

Residential, urban, multi-
family

Residential, rural

ICI

Composting (centralized)

Independent Buy Back
Program

Other (e.g., white goods)
Please
specify

C2. Please complete the following table for each residential recycling program you listed in A1.
#of Basis of . Estimated Estimated

full-time payment Estimated waste maximum
equivalent staff (e.g., cost of diverted waste

Collection employed by $!bag, each from· diversion
Frequency program in $/tonne, program disposal in capacity of

Recvclinl!: Prol!:rams #/week 1992 other) in 1992 1992 pro~am

Residential
- Urban, single family pickup

Residential
- Urban, multi-family pickup

Residential
- Urban, depot dropoff

Residential
- Rural, depot dropoff

ICI Recycling

Composting (centralized)

Independent Buy Back Program

Other (e.g., white goods)
- Please specify

TOTAL $ -- ---
tonnes tonnes
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C3.Please indicate the quantities ofmaterials handled by the recycling programs operating in your regional
district in 1992: . . .

Paper Old newsprint (ONP)
Old corrugated cardboard (OCC)
Fine paper
Mixed paper
Boxboard
Old magazines (OMG)

Glass Clear
Coloured

Metals Ferrous metals
Non-ferrous (including aluminum)

Plastics PET (soft drink containers)
HDPE (rigid plastic)
Film plastic (plastic bags)
Other (inc. mixed plastic)

Organics Food waste .
Yard waste

Other White goods (appliances)
Bulky goods (furniture) .
Textiles
Composite (polycoat, aseptic)
Other (specify)__---'-__

Material
Group Material Type

Urban Single
. Family

Pickup

(tonnes)

Urban Multi
Family
Pickup

(tonnes)

Urban
Depot

Dropoff

(tonnes)

·Rural .
Depot.

Dropoff leI
(tonnes) .(tonnes)

TOTAL

C4. Please indicate what plans existto add new material types in 1993/94 for the following programs:

Single-family pickup:

Multi-family pickup:.

Urban depot:

Rural depot:

ICI composting:
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C5. Please provide details of the equipment used to service these programs.

Containers Used Vehicles Used
Type

!Nwnber ofColour (front load, Gross
Type (bags. Capacity (blue, green, rear load, weight vehicles Crew size

Recycling Pro2fam boxes) (kl!) etc.) wide load) (k~) used (no/truck)

Residential urban single
family

Residential urban multi-
. family

Residential rural

ICI Recycling

Composting

Other (e.g.•
white goods)
Please specify:

D. 3R Po.licies and Regulations

D1. Please describe the policies and regulations in your Regional District that govern the management of the
municipal solid waste stream (e.g.. material bans, tipping fees. building bylaws. and municipal
procurement policies).

Policy or Regulation Description

D2. For each policy or regulation, please specify the year of implementation and the estimated amount of
waste diverted from disposal by that policy or regUlation in 1992.

Policy or Regulation
Year

Implemented

Estimated Waste
Diversion From
Disposal in 1992

c-?



D3. Please briefly explain the rationale for these policies and recommendations

Policy or Regulation Rationale

04. What unforeseen consequences or drawbacks have resulted from any of these polices or regulations?

D5. Have the full impacts of each of these policies and regulations been realized? What further impacts or .
improvements do you anticipate?

E. Future Initiatives
El. Please describe any planned initiatives and programs that will affect the size and composition of your

Regional District's waste stream.

E2. What are the anticipated impacts of these program's in terms of reducing the quantity of wastes sent for
disposal?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Initiative

Anticipated
Tonnes Diverted From

Disposal Per Year

- --_._------------~--'------~
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EJ. How can the provincial government help you reach your waste management goals (e.g., education, .
marketing, regulation, legislation)?

1=======Th=.=an=k=y=o=u=£=o=r=y=o=u=r=coo=pe=r=at=io=n='=========!il
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AppendixD'

Data Provided By Regional Districts

Exhibit 0 ..1.
Regional districts that responded to survey and/or provided waste
management p_la_n_~_' -------

·1991
Population

Regional District (0005)
Responded
to survey

.Provided.' .Responded·
waste to Follow": . Provided

mgmt plan up Letter No data
Alberni-Clayoquo~ 31
Bulkley-NechakQ .38
Capital 300 .~ .

Cariboo . 61
Central Coast' 4
Central Kootenay 51
Central Okanagan 112
Columbia-Shuswap .42

-~----------"---..,.........-----Comox-Strathcona 83
Cowichan Valley 61·~"J
Dewdney-Allouette ·~9:-:;:O~":"""--.::j...,........_~-

East Kootenay 52 ~
Fort Nelson:.Liard ......·..........,,5,...,...,..,-----.........'-.-~,......_ ...........--------

Fraser-Cheam 69.
Fraser~FortGeorge .91.
Kitimat-Stikine '~'-4~2"""""""'----

Kootenay-Boundary 31. ~ ~
Mount Waddington ~~_·..·~..·~..·~I4 ......~·~·-~· ....."7-·..-~·~..- ..·......- ....
Nanaimo 102' ~. .
North Okanagan . 62 ~ ..

. ' Okanagan~Similkameen--~.~~_....~...,-~.-.~ .....~~.,.- ...-.:..~{---.....-:--..~..~-~-

Skeena-Queen Charlotte 24 ~
Squamish-Lillooet 2~3~-·----~..------....;.....-.....,..·~...........-
Stikine . 2 . ~
Sunshine Coast. 21
Thompson-Nicola ......·~......~·.._..··."..1=04.."...·-

TOTAL 1,739 16 8 9 6
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Exhibit E-1 '
Status of waste management plans in non-GVRD reg~io;.;.n;.;;;s ___

Regional Pistrict

Albemi-Clayoquot

Bulkley-Nechako

Capital

Cariboo

Central Coast

Central Kootenay

Central Okanagan

Columbia-Shuswap

Comox-S'trathcona

Cowichan Yalley ,

Dewdney-Allouette

East Kootenay

Fort Nelson-Liard

Fraser-Cheam

Fraser-Fort George

Kitimat-Stikine

Kootenay Boundary,

Mount Waddington

Nanaimo

North Okanagan

Okanagan-Similkameen

Peace River

Powell River

Skeena-Queen Charlotte

Squamish-Lillooet

Stikine

Sunshine Coast

Thompson-Nicola

Status of Plan

Started'Stage I Plan

Working on Stage I Plan

Completing revisions to Stage III Plan

Working on Stage II Plan

Just started Stage I Plan

Completed Stage II Plan

Stage II Plan approved

Completing revisions to Stage III Plan

Stage I Plan approv~

Almost completed Stage II Plan

Part ofregion is within GYRD plan area

Working on Stage III Plan

Working on Stage I Plan

Stage I Plan submitted

Stage II Plan approved,

Planning begun on Stage I Plan

Stage II Plan submitted

Stage I Plan completed

Almost completed Stage II 'Plan

Working on Stage I Plan,

Working on Stage I Plari

Working on Stage II Plan

S~age I Plan completed

Working on Stage II Plan

Almost completed Stage I Plan

No information

Working on Stage I Plan

Working on Stage II Plan

Source: Provincial Recycling Hotline Database, November 1993,
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Material
I

Garbage

Rural Residential

1
Dry RecycIables

Yard Waste

Organics

Kitchen Waste

Collection

Processing

Self haul
Depot

(source
separated)

Recycling
truck

MRF

I

Backyard

1

Depot

Organics
truck

Regional
composting

facility

Backyard

I
I

Depot

Organics
truck

Regional·
composting

facility

"Tl.
N

[ Imcm_oo'
.

Disposal
. Landfill



Single Family
Urban Residential

I
~

Garbage Dry Recyclables Organics

Yard Waste Kitchen Waste'

1

Curbside Curbside
Depot

(source Backyard Curbside Depot Backyard Curbside Depot
Pick-up (commingled) separated) Pick-up

I I

Bag Bag Bin, box Bag Bin, box, Bag Bin, box,
or cart bag or cart bag, or can

Standard Standard ReCycling Recycling Standard Organics Organics Standard Organics Organics
garbage garbage truck truck

garbage truck truck
garbage truck' truck

truck truck truck truck

Regional Regional ,-. Regional Regional
MRF MRF • composting cornposting MRF composting composting

facility facility facility facility

'.

lnCineratioIli
Landfill

Processing

Material

Collection

"Tl. [iJJ .

Disposal .



Multifamily
Urban Residential

I
I

Garbage Dry Recyclables Organics

L LJDry Waste
. Yard Waste Kitchen Waste·

-- I
I

on-site On-site On-site Depot On-site On-site
pickup pickup pickup (soutce pickup Depot.

. pickup Depot
separated)

..

I I I
Bag Bag Bin Bin

Bin Bin (source (commingled (source (commingled Bin, bag,: Bin, bag,
separated) separ;1ted) box or cart box or cart

.1 'I 1
,

Standard Standard Standard Standard
garbage garbage Recycling garbage Recycling Recycling Recycling Organics Organics garbage Orgl\I1ics

truck truck Truck . truck .. truck truck truck truck truck truck· truck

I I I

.. Regional RegionalDry waste MRF composting MRF -<;ompostingMRF facility facility

ICineration.
Landfill

Material

Processing

D7sposa, .~

Collection



IndustrialCommercial
and Institutional

I
J

Garbage Dry Recyclables Organics

I

L u- I

Dry Waste
Yard Waste Food WaSte

I

On-site On-site On-site Depot On-site
On-site On-sitepickup pickup pickup

(source pickup Depot
compostin~ pickup Depot

(bins) . (bins) separated) (bins)

I I I
Bag Bag Bin Bin

(source (commingled
. (source (commingled

separated) separated)

I I I
Standard Standard Standard Recycling . Recycling Organics Organics Standard

OrganicsRecycling Recycling
garbagegarbage garbage truck

garbage truck truck truck truck truck truck trucktruck truck truck

, I- I I-

Regional . Regional
Dry waste MRF composting MRF compostingMRF facility facility

-

cineration. -
Landfill

Material

Processing

Collection

Dt~$m ~
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Recyclable Materials Flow Diagram For British
Columbia
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COLLECTION

PROCESSING

Brokers

Processors

Remanufacturers

GVRD IC&1 recovered for GVRD residential ...... GVRD yard waste

recycling: recovered for recycling: , composted:

269,000 tonnes (gross) 93,800 tonnes (gross) 23,900 tonnes

t \I(
~

Non-GVRD IC&I recovered for Non-GVRD residential Non-GYRO yard wast

recycling: recovered for recycling
...... composted: .,

.32,000 tonnes (gross) 87;000 tonnes 12,000 tormes

~ ~VI
B.C. IC&1 recovered for recycling:

B.C. residential recovered for Total yard waste
301,000 tonnes

recycling after composting: composted:
144,900 tonnes

t n%
35,900 tonnes• 23%

----------- -----------------------------.-------.
,~

Total B.C. recovery for ...... Rejects sent to landfill:,
recycling:

- 7,000 tonnes
445,900 tonnes (gross)

1%

100%
.... Exports:
, 228,400 tonnes I--..

',11
52%

Total B.C. generated
..... Rejectslresidues disposed ..... Total Exports:,

quantity recovered for 2,200 tonnes
~ 330,500 tonnes

-
processing: 210,500 tonnes <1%
(gross)

47% ..... Exports: ., 102,100 tonnes
I--

,It
23%

.... Rejects sent to landfill:
Total B.C. gene~ated quantity ,

700-tonnes
recovered for remanufacturing:
106,200 tonnes (gross) <1%

~24% Finished product:
105,500 tonries

1

24%

Notes:
1. The term "gross" tonnes refers 10 MSW quarUities in' which rejects have not been subtracted.
2. All qUarUities rowuied to nearest hundred tonnes.
3. All percerUages based on Total B.C.-generated quarUity recovered/or recycling (403,900 tonnes = 100%).
4. Excludes DLe recycling. .


